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MR MUDGE:

Can't we just have another look at the chapter

on the president?

Have we completed that?

I think we are

now discussing the last article.
CHAIRMAN:

Article 32- Cabinet.

MR MUDGE:

May I make a proposal regarding all the points

we have discussed under this chapter, maybe as a sort of a
package deal.

Can we discuss the chapter, differences of

opinion on various of the subarticles here?

I want to make

proposal and see if we cannot make a compromise, then this
last one will also fall in the right place automatically.
We feel strongly,

as you know, and I know that you differ

on the election of the president, what is the possibility
if for instance we agree that the last paragraph, the

o~e

we are right now discussing, namely the revision or the
review of decisions taken by the president, that we leave
it as it is and only delete (b), "not less than hw-thirds
of the cabinet", but \ve leave two-thirds in (a),

"supported

by not less than two-thirds of the members of parliament whatever parliament might be - or the National Assembly, on
the condition -

and this is where the compromise comes in -

that we say the president will be elected by parliament,
will,

and we can agree that parliament
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appoint a commission to investigate the modes of electing
a president directly which can then be considered by
parliament.

In other words, the Constitution can be amended

but then we know exactly what and how, on the condition
that the Civil Service Commission is appointed by parlia=
ment and the Judicial Service Commission will be composed
in the following manner:
General,

the Judge President, the Attorney

the chairman of the commission appointed by the

president, one member appointed by the advocates,

I don't

know what exactly would you call it, the counsel of
advocates and one member appointed by the counsel of
attorneys.

Then you have five members.

That the president

need not be a member of parliament, but that the president
should be accountable to parliament in the following
manner:

that when his vote comes up for discussion, he

must then personally appear in the parliament to defend
his vote, as is the case normally with various, because
there will be a vote,

the vote for the State President.

That he must appear and then that will be the opportunity
for the members to confront him as far as his policy is
concerned and his vote is concerned.

I hope I was clear.

Let me now start from the beginning:

elected by parliament,

not a member of parliament, he will not be a member of
parliament.

The only occasion when he must be in parliament

will be when his vote is discussed,

that the Civil Service

Commission will be appointed by parliament, that the
Judicial· Service Commission must be appointed in the
manner I have - must I repeat?
MEMBER:

Please.
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Mr Chairman, I will talk slowly.

MR MUDGE:

The president

be elected by parliament need not, and we can even say must
not be a member of parliament. He must be present, he must
attend the session of parliament when his vote,
dent's vote,
discussed.

the presi=

not the rest, only the president's vote is
Then when it comes to appointments, the Civil

Service Commission must be appointed not by the'president
alone,

it must not be appointed by the president but by

parliament.
yesterday.

I

think the members there they had no problem

I wish I could find another way but how do you

determine now ahead of time how a Civil Service Commission
can be appointed?

The Judicial Service Commission must

be composed as follows:
General,

the Judge President, the Attorney

the Chief Justice, the chairman of the Judicial

Service Commission who will be appointed by the president,
the Attorney General,

a practising advocate nominated by

the counsel of advocates, the bar, and the practising
attorney nominated by the counsel of the Law Soci~ty.
Then,

Mr Chairman, as far as the paragraph under discussion

is concerned,

that we delete the second sub-paragraph

page 33 of the draft,

(b),

(b) be deleted and you leave it

supported by not less than two-thirds of the members of the
National Assembly, or whatever that might be, by parliament
or assembly, we must discuss that.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Just a clarificr>tion.

The paragraph starts .subject to th

terms of this constitution and save what this constitution otherwise
provides.

You have got that document in your hands. Any actio

taken by the president

to any power vested in

him in terms of this constitution shall be
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capable of being reviewed, reversro and corrected on such
terms as are deemed expedient and proper, should there be
a resolution (a) supported by not less than two-thirds of
the members of the National Assembly.

I would like to put

it differently there,

Two-thirds can

not two-thirds.

approve or reject but to raise the matter it doesn't have
to be two-thirds.

It can be one-third who will

discuss

the matter but to approve whether the president was right or
wrong,

that can be a two-thirds majority,

the decision

but to raise the matter can be less than that, a third of
the assembly.
CHAIRMAN:

Mr Gurirab?

MR GURIRAB:

Thank you very much,

Honourable Mr Chairman.

I didn't think that I was going to ask for the floor so
early in the deliberation but I was prompted to do so
by the Honourable Mr Mudge's intervention. I have no problem
with the deletion of

(b) on page 33, and the insertion of

two-third majority in (a) but I want to respond to
what I have heard yesterday and which has been repeated
again this morning,

this notion of package, and I want

to speak to that point.

After the. various parties intro=

duced their constitutional proposals in the assembly,
work of this committee commenced.
deliberations in this committee.

the

We had a series of
We identified collec=

tively arid confirmed that there were three areas of material
dispute:

the presidency or executive presidency, the

voting method and whether we would have one or two Houses.
It was with those three issues before us that we deliberated
and indeed agreed on a package.

We wanted, as we do now,

\
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an executive president elected by the people.

We wanted

a voting system to be a single member constituent system
and we wanted only one House.

We accepted PR system, not

single member constituent system.

We also accepted

in principle that there would be a second House,
the package.

that was

I don't know what will happen further down

when we get to the second House business. We are still now
seeking to, in my view, emasculate

the

presidency,

the executive and to talk under the present circumstances
about yet another package seems, and the way that the
proposal was presented, is certainly to my_ mind quite
disproportionate.

It is a very substantial proposal that

Honourable Mr Mudge has made,

and certainly he heard

me speaking yesterday, he cannot expect us to even as much
as give serious consideration to his proposal as it stands.
I thought that the exercise we started yesterday was
intended for us to go through the executive,

a~d

to have

a picture of how the presidency, the executive of
the Republic of Namibia would look like, and having done
that we would go back, trying to make a decision as to
whether, given that picture, the president would be
elected as it is our position by the electorate, or looking
at it whether we would decide that the president would be
elected by the National Assembly.

So I would therefore

propose, Honourable Mr Chairman, that we proceed on the
basis of what we were doing yesterday, go through what
remains here on pages 33 and 34, and deal with page 32, with
the cabinet and thereafter make a decision on the election
of the president.

Thank you.
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CHAIRMAN:

Mr Angula?
What I want to say basically is what

MR ANGULA:

Honourable Mr Gurirab has said, and perhaps we should
follow up his suggestion and proceed,
CHAIRMAN:

Well,

thank you.

the proposal is that we go on .as we

are going onto now to finish Article 32 and deal with the
cabinet and then to go back to decide whether the president
must be elected directly by the people or by an assembly.
So we are on page 33.
~1R

MUDGE:

not to be,
made,

I

Just on a point of order sir,
to go back again later,

may I

just ask

the proposal that I

just want to ask, I have suggested yesterday,

a point that we have in fact agreed already about the Civil
Service Commission.

My proposal that the Civil Service

Commission be appointed by parliament, was that accepted?
Will I have the opportunity to go back to that again,

or

what would you suggest there?
CHAIRMAN:

Yes, we can go back to that.

Firstly,

it is

the question of powers that we are still discussing
and if it is going to determine whether he is going to
be elected directly or so on,

then if there is

something to do with that, we can go back to that.
I-1R KATJIUONGUA:

On page 33 I made a proposal that the

raising of the issue of reviewing or correcting a presiden=
tial decision could be raised by a third of the assembly
but the approval,

the

t~king

of the decision by a two-thirds

majority.
CHAIRI'-1AN:

No problem.

MR RUPPEL:

So that can be introduced then?

CHAIRI'-1AN:

It can be introduced, yes.

I hope the
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lawyers got that point.
PROF ERASMUS:Be introduced by one-third.
The proposal was that the Civil Service Commis=

CHAIRMAN:

sion be appointed by the National Assembly.
DR TJIRIANGE: I

thought we had gone through that, page -

(interrupted)
CHAIRMAN:

He is asking if it is connected with the powers

of president,

and we are going to decide on whether he

has to be voted directly by the people or not, people
who helped him, i f we can go back to (c).
asking.
~1R

That is all he is

You can at that stage refuse it.

ANGULA:

We have to think about the consequence of a decision

like that one, having been a civil servant myself (interrupted)
CHAIRMAN:

No, we are not debating that now.

MR ANGULA:

No,

Assembly appoint
CHAIRMAN:

no,

I was saying how can the National

(interrupted)

We'll come to that.

t•1R ANGULA:

The Civil Service Commission?

CHAIRMAN:

Please, what we are saying is that when we

come to that we can discuss it.

He is just asking can we

go back to that.
~1R

ANGULA:

CHAIRMAN:

Oh yes,

yes.

That is all.

Now it is Article 32,

~e

are

there, we even finished the next one, so we go to the cabinet
now,

chapter 2, cabinet, composition of the cabinet.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

Mr Chairman, for me here it seems we've

got to make a choice.

If we are talking about a definite

separation of powers,

assuming the president at some stage

would be elected directly by the people for example, or
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whatever,

then we must make a choice whether the cabinet

can be like in America where it need not be members of
parliament, or should not be members of congress, or we take
the French model which also, I think, is the model
they have in Finland, where the president appoints a
cabinet under a prime minister which must enjoy the
confidence, which means the majority of parliament and is
responsible to it.

What I'm saying here the second system

assumes that the cabinet may not always come from the
same party as the president in office.

·so therefore he

appoints the cabinet which enjoys, which means the cabinet
must be members of

pa~liament.

If they happen to be from

the same party as the president, good luck.

If it is not,

then the president still as the head of the nation
can work with the government of the day elected.

But I

think, you see in that sense the French system has no
effective system of checks and balances because somehow
executive authority is shared by the president and the
prime minister to a certain extent.

So I think we must make

a choice whether MP's should come from parliament,

be

responsible to parliament, the ministers, members of
parliament,

they happen to be from the same party as the

president, it is good but it is also assumed that a prime
minister must not always, may not always, the cabinet,
come from the same party as the president.

So I think we

must mdke that choice first, whether they are totally
offices.

Now I think people were talking about a mixture

yesterday, could come from outside, could come from the
assembly.

I don't know if that can work properly but let's
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examine those possibilities.
Of course the phrase in bold letters

MR HAMUTENYA:

I assume is a suggestion from our lawyers, it was not
there,

I don't think it was in our instructions. I think it

should be removed from there since we are about checks and
balances, and since we are about an executive president
which is not elected from the assembly,
no need to make this requirement.

I think there is

The president should have

the freedom to appoint his cabinet either from within or
I take note of the concern of Honourable

from without.

Mr Katjiuongua whether we want to follow the American
example where senators to the cabinet, or members of the
cabinet are altogether exclusively from the parliament,
I mean outside parliament.

I am not sure in terms of the

resources that are available in Namibia, whether we want
to particularly copy that model.
My recommendation is that we leave it
as it was originally, that there is no particular
requirement that cabinet members be from the national
assembly but if the president so wish it will be the case.
Mr Chairman, I would like to ask the lawyers

MR STABY:
a question.

In the event that the members of the cabinet

are appointed,

let us assume, from parliament partly and of

the six nominees,

remember elsewhere in the constitution

we've made provision for the president to be able to
nominate six persons for specific reasons and with
specific abilities,

to whom, how would the accountability

work of first of all those members that have been nominated
by the president?

Would they be only accountable to the
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president?

Would there be a responsibility towards the

other state organs, and what would be the position of
those cabinet ministers who happen to be members of
parliament such as will be the case for instance in the
first period of office of the incoming government?
PROF. ERASMUS:

Mr Chairman, in Article 40 of the proposed

constitution, draft,

the concept of ministerial

accountability has been discussed stating that every
minister shall be accountable individually for a mistake in his ow
ministry.

The ideal accountability is that there is

individual ministerial accountability which means that a
minister which is the head of a particular department
is accountable normally both to parliament and of course to
the head of the executive cabinet in the Westminister
System for example.
whole ministry.

He must take responsibility for his

There is also collective responsibility

in the sense that the government together is accountable
to parliament, and if a particular member of cabinet is•
not prepared to go along with the policy of the government,
then of course he must resign.

NoH the idea is,

and my other colleagues must respond to that,

is that the

moment you are a member of the cabinet you are by virtue
of the fact that you are head of the ministry,

inevitably

in a position that you must take accountability.

That is

what determines your responsibility, your accountability.
Someone must be accountable for that particular ministry.
t-'JR

STABY:

The question is to whom?

PROF. ERASMUS:

Parliament, and as far as his individual

accountability is concerned, all of them also to the prime
minister.
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MR STABY:

Yes, yes.

Now that would be the case irre=

spective of whether they would be appointed from amongst
the members of parliament or whether they are {interrupted)
PROF. ERASMUS:

Yes,

that is my opinion, that is my under=

standing.
MR STABY:

It wouldn't make a difference.

PROF. ERASMUS:
CHAIRMAN:

Definitely, that is my understanding.

Anybody else?

ADV CHASKALSON:It actually says that in Article 40, they shall
be accountable individually for the administration,
collectively for the work of the cabinet, both to the presiden
and to the national assembly.

So it is actually stated

in the constitution.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Just a question, how is somebody not

elected to be accountable?

What are the consequences,

should parliament say they don't like the man, he is
irresponsible, he is a drunkard and was not employed
by them but by the president, what happens then?
PROF. ERASMUS:

Well, my understanding is that

accountability means the manner in which he administers his
particular department, is not exclusively his own discre=
tion.

There is a check on what is being done there.

In

other words one example would be the budget, if that comes
up for discussion.

That is with respect to parliament.

With respect to the cabinet of course the decisions, policy
decisions taken by the cabinet must be respected by all the
members of the cabinet.

If they are not prepared to live

with that, they have to resign.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Now you say individually, the admini=
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stration of the

govern~ent

and collectively for the

(voice fades).
Mr Chairman, when we have an executive

MR PRETORIUS:

president I don't think there is very much room for a prime
minister.

So I want to propose that sub clause (1) shall

read "the cabinet shall consist of the president and such
other ministers as the president may appoint from parliament",
not national assembly, and then in the next clause,
Article 34, we can leave it to the discretion of the
president to designate a member as prime minister if he
should like so but I mean not make it a definite clause
That is only an idea, and then the

in the constitution.

concept of parliament is very important to me in the place
of national assembly.
using the word

The other members are also

'parliament', so it includes the house

of reviews.
t·iR RUPPEL:

If as the Honourable Mr Hamutenya suggests

there should not be a requirement that the ministers are
selected from the members of the national assembly, but
they are nevertheless required to attend meetings of the
national assembly to account, then I don't see any point
for the six to be nominated in addition to the 72 elected
members of the assembly to be put into the national
assembly, the six.

I think we are now heading for a

legislature in this country which will be so big that I
don't know who is going to pay for it, and unless it is
absolutely essential for the working of democracy and
checks and balances, we should look at this critically.

I

was floored yesterday on this very effectively, on this very

•.
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same issue, but I hope I am clearer today.

The president's

powers to put together an effective cabinet is not hamstrong
by the fact that the six are now not appointed to the assembly.
If they were we would have the position that we have 72
members in the assembly, plus the six nominees, plus the
ministers and plus the president himself which makes quite
an impressive number of people who have to be paid for sitting
and contributing, plus perhaps members of that review
house which I don't hope will be the case.
MR ANGULA:

I would like to comment very briefly

to issues which are related to the issues whether members
of the cabinet should account actually and exclusively for
the national assembly.
ability.

First is the concept of account=

I don't think that accountability in this case has

something to do with the manner of your elections, once
you become a cabinet member.

The point I am trying to make

is this that if we agree to a party list and you are
put their in the party list by your party, and the people
actually elects your party, they don't elect you as an
individual, then even if you are an elected member of the
assembly, it is no~ really you individually who is elected,
it is your party.

So here I think we must make a distinction.

What is important is the fact that by nature of your
appointmeiJt as a member of the cabinet, you must be
accountable because you are going to use public resources,
your decisions are going to affect the general public,
negatively or positively, that kind of thing.I think this is
the kind of things we must look at, but not the manner,
whether a person was actually elected or not elected because
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people are not elected individually in any case.

The

question of the prime minister which Honourable Mr Pretorius
raised, I think this is a very, very important position
in the nature or the structure of the government we want.
We are saying for the sake of ·nation building we need
a president who should be above party politics.
a

leader of

a

So

you need

government as a prime minister who can

say something about how his party or her party is responding
to the views of the people in terms of the policies
that party.

of

So the need for a prime minister there

as the leader of the government in parliament to be daily
answerable to the parliament or to the national assembly,
to answer questions and to seek otherwise, if need be, for
the national assembly,
critical.

I think this is very, very

Otherwise you have the president coming to the

national assembly every time and he'll not be able to rule
or should not be able to rule because much of the time
in the national assembly the president would be there.

So

the need of a prime minister, I think, is very, very
critical, in my view, if you want an effective government
and an effective executive which is answerable to the
national assembly.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

We want that.
Mr Chairman, my position is that the

president should appoint a cabinet under a prime minister
which enjoys the confidence, majority of parliament,
accountable to each and those members are members of parliament
no people from outside for the simple reason that this is
going to be too much expensive adding proxies to the cabinet.
If you have a list of 72 members and you say people are
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elected as a party, not as individuals, then out of those
72 people, when you are putting up the list, you must also
put up the list when you have the intention of forming a govern
ment that those people are capable of serving as a reservoir
for appointments.

Therefore to say that you've got 72

people who are not necessarily representing constituencies
but representing a political party, and you say out of 72
you can't get all the ministers from there, therefore
you've got to look for people outside and still have the 72
people sitting there, I would agree if you say you are going
to take people out of that list, the 72 people that you
have, replace them with the new people whom you think
should occupy these positions, then the others must go
somewhere else and do some other work.

But to add 6 to 72

is just unacceptable to me.
CHAIRMAN:

I think it is time to make decisions now, one

is should the members of the cabinet come from the national
assembly as the draft was made,
that

~ince

and some people proposed,

the lawyers added that, that we remove that.

Should there not be leeway that they can either come from
the assembly or from outside, the cabinet minister, we
have a decision on that.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
CHAIRMAN:

Have we decided on that?

MR KATJIUONGUA:
CHAIRMAN:

Assembly only.

Yes.

And I have to look at - how many are saying

what, because we cannot go on like this.
MR TJIRIANGE:

This has been our position as it is now,

this constitution as Comrade Gurirab said was a suggestion
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of the lawyers.

I don't see any problem with our position

as we presented it, for the president to have the opportunity
to choose from within and without the assembly.
that there are practical problems here.

We think

We have got people

who many not necessarily like to be in the assembly, in
the future even, but who are very much capable of being
ministers.

Why should we curtail the president?

much serious about this thing?

What is so

If the president would be

ready to take somebody who is very capable from outside
So we also have to know that we

and who can do the job.

have got very limited resources when it comes to manpower.
So our own situation allows us to be flexible and this
flexibility is possible.

If somebody says it is the bottom

line, we may also say that to ourselves too.
CHAIRMAN:

So that I can get an impression, I want first

those who are in favour of that aspect?

Then I give the

others, so I can see how many are voting but I must decide,
so the decision is recorded.
DR IYAMBO:

Mr Chairman, I think to spare time obviously

it has already been said that in view of the factor that
we have limited resources, it should be possible for
members of the cabinet to come from outside the national
assembly, that perhaps we have to retain it so in order to
draw from the resources that we will have, that may not be
in the assembly then.
DR TJITENDERO:

Thank you.

I just want to endorse the position, it is

very clear, that we have said it time and again that it
only enhances a position, enhances the efficiency of the
cabinet for the president to have the freedom to choose from
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within and without.
functional,

I think it is very clear and it is

it is practised elsewhere, so I don't see any

reason why we should be debating over this, that is the
position.
MR STABY:

May I

just make a remark, Mr Chairman,

concerning the numbers of persons in government and the
corresponding cost?

Of course we could have an assembly

consisting of 100 people with less expenses than an assembly
consisting of 50 people, it all depends on what they earn.
Of course if we keep on earning as much as we do at this
point in time, then we will have problems.

I want to

suggest, Mr Chairman, in view of the fact that there
appears to be agreement with regard to the responsibility
of in particular the prime minister as made clear by the
honourable member, Mr Angula, and I don't think we will
draw any distinctions between the prime minister and ordinary
ministers when it comes to accountability, that the phrase,
·~rom the members of the national assembli'be struck as

suggested by the honourable member, Mr Hamutenya.

We

do have elsewhere in the constitution come t6 an agreement
that the president is able to nominate six persons from
outside, and obviously the president can then, with regard
to the cabinet, make use of such persons.

We suggest this

on the clear understanding that Clause 40 remains as it is.
MR ANGULA:

I would like to make three points on this

particular issue, in favour that the president may appoint
a minister from anywhere, within or without for the following
reasons:

1) we must make a distinction that it does not

necessarily follow that the equalities of the elected by
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the people are necessarily the same qualities which would
enable them to administer, to meet the needs, there are
certain distinctions.

You may be elected because of some

other things, for example you may be a chief and your
people, because of

reality,

they elect you but you might

sit with an illeterate chief, that kind of thing.

So it

does not necessarily follow that you have been elected
to the, being able to be elected to the national assembly
that you can also be a good administrator.
necessarily follow.

That does not

Secondly, it is always desirable, at

least in my own mind, that the government should be broad
based, and at least you should be carrying some kind of represen=
tativeness of the government to represent the national kind of
panorama - you know, that kind of thing.

You realise here

that not all of us will be able to be elected simply
because we probably have qualities of being
in status, you know that kind of thing.
take that into consideration.

good of

So you have to

The third point I would like

to make is this that the government should be able to tap
the national

regardless where it is in order

to meet the needs of the country as a whole for the best
interest of the country.

Now if you put a limitation, then

actually you are doing a disservice to the people.

So at

least in my own mind I am clear that it is to the best
interest of the country as a whole that the government,
or the president, should have that possibility to appoint
people from wherever they are in order to serve the needs of
the people as a whole purely because of their competences.
Not only just political reality

and the other things
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So I think it is the case here that perhaps it is to our
best interest that the president is allowed to appoint people
from wherever they are, whether they are elected or not elected
on the basis of their competences and the kind of talents
they can bring to the administration of the government.
MR RUKORO:

Very briefly, what I wanted to say has been

said by Mr Staby and Mr Angula.
thing,

I

just wish to emphasize one

that the power to appoint without parliament should

be on the clear understanding that these outside appointees
are part of, and not in addition to,
members of parliament.

the six nominated

With that then I also feel that

the phrase from the members of the national assembly
should be deleted as honourable member, Mr Hamutenya, has
suggested.
CHAIRMAN:

So that is a decision?

MEMBER:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.

MR HAMUTENYA:

It seems we are about to make a decision

but if not I would speak, and I was going to say that it
is actually separate functions, one of legislators and
another one of executors of policy.

Nahas Angula made that

point here quite eloquently that one might be a popular
illeterate in his community who may win elections but not
fit to run a ministry.

That is one.

About the expenses,

the expenses of course we can use it when it suits us and run
away from it when it doesn't suit us.

Mr Staby was very

sensitive to the arguments put on the second house,
his submission that we can not advocate a second house, you
know there could be payment, you have no problem with
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that but when it comes to separating the cabinet from the
assembly then you see the need for cost, the two
donit go together.

If you are concerned with cost then

you should not make those proposals.

If you make that

proposal then you must also have leeways on cost.

So the

argument is that two separate functions to be performed,
1) there is the need to make sure that - any way,

I want

you to see that I think the kind of quid £££ quo
being proposed by the honourable, Mr Rukoro, is appropriate
at this point.

It is true that we are going to start with

a huge government structure, even if we've got those
additional six people, then there are to be appointed the
cabinet ministers,
CHAIRMAN:

I think we can forego the six.

It's slightly different from what you are saying.

Honourable Rukoro is saying that if the president is going
to have members in the cabinet from outside, then he must
get it from within those six.

You are now proposing we

must abolish the six?
MR HAMUTENYA:
CHAIRMAN:

No.

Okay, I just probably rephrased it wrongly.

MR PRETORIUS:

Mr Chairman, I am not so sure of what we have

decided on about the six but I want to put a question,
perhaps I must address Mr Ruppel, the honourable member,
Mr Ruppel, that is about the limitation of the numbers of the
members of cabinet or the deputies, ministers or deputies
from outside.
MR MUDGE:
MR PRETORIUS:
CHAIRMAN:

There is clarity.
Will there be any limitation, not more than six?
Yes.

-
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I

ca~
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only make a concession to the six

provided they are not ministers.

Ministers can be re-

placed, some people can be removed from that list and other
people who are intended to be ministers take the place of
those ones.

Number two, I can only make concession to the

six if they are going to represent special interests,
labour unions, women, business, farmers and that sort of
thing.

Then I can make a concession to six to come in,

even if it might mean additional expense.

I don't see the

second chamber - which is not liked in certain quarters
here - to be used as a whipping boy when it comes to the
cost.

I even said in my statement on this issue that the

present number of this House, which I think is too big,
could be brought down from 72 to 52 and maybe the other
numbers can be considered for the other chamber, then I
don't think it changes the cost factor.

But I want to say

that it is really a problem, and I am sorry that now we are
talking about the fact that people have already been designated to positions, and when we talk about institutions,
then of course we come to an emotional issue, because now
it refers to individual people.

That is the unfortunate

part of the whole thing, that we cannot talk objectively.
It always looks like you are going to hurt somebody.

That

is a pity, but you can take your decision, I'll pose it and
I reserve my right to talk about it elsewhere, but my position is clear there.

CHAIRMAN:

May I just ask a question, it is an attractive

- 22 proposition.

If we can divide this current assembly of 72

and make one-third the subordinate House, do you think if I
am on a party list and I am in the higher House, I will be
agreeing to go to the lower house which doesn't have legislative powers?
MR KATJIUONGUA:

No, it depends on what powers you give to

both Houses, how they complement each other.
that.

It depends on

I don't think it is a degradation to do so.

Of

course, that may require another election, but your fortune
is a matter of the market forces and the public, that's
all.
MRS !THANA:

I was just going to move that we take a deci-

/

sion, because according what I have been hearing and what I
have been seeing we have reached consensus and according to
our procedures ...
MR KATJIUONGUA:
MRS !THANA:

Minus me.

According to our procedures we have always

been according honourable Mr Pretorius an opportunity to
reserve his objection.

Why cannot we afford this situation

to our brother, Katjiuongua, and then we proceed?
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Yes, we can do so all the way, I will not

agree to something here I cannot defend outside.

I

am

sorry to say to, but that is the situation.
CHAIRMAN:

But there should be a decision now, otherwise we

are wasting too much time because of commitments outside.
So, since we all have commitments, let's have reservations,
as we are doing with Mr Pretorius.

-

MR KATJIUONGUA:
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No, things I don't believe in myself I

cannot defend outside.
CHAIRMAN:

Yes, but there are also many things we don't

believe in, but we are compromising.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
CHAIRMAN:

I compromised on a lot as well.

The best is that we have reservations and go to

the Assembly.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
CHAIRMAN:

Yes, no problem.

Let's go to the Assembly.

Initially I thought

we must avoid that, but we are not going to have any end.
We want people to know who thinks what.

So, members can go

and explain, even if the are going to accept the constitution unanimously, areas on which they have reservations, so
that we all know where we stand, so that our members can
know.

So, we omit that from the Assembly, this point (1)

"from the members of the National Assembly."
MR MUDGE:

No, then there is a hell of a misunderstanding.

I interpreted it this way, that the members must be from
the Assembly, but the Assembly includes the six nominates
members by the president.
it.

That was the way I understood

In other words, if the president wants to nominate

Prof Wiechers as a member of the cabinet, he has to nominate him, in terms of that clause which makes provision for
the additional six members.

In other words - and there I

agree with Mr Katjiuongua, not completely, I think there is
still a slight difference - that the cabinet must be nominated from the members of the Assembly and the Assembly

-
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will be composed of 78 members, in fact.
MR HAMUTENYA:

Assuming we accept the procedure of indepen-

dently elected president, assuming that his party in the
Assembly does not get the majority, a very small majority,
and he wants to appoint his colleagues whom-he knows well.
Now, in America, because he is independently elected, he is
free, even if his party doesn't win elections in the Assembly, he is free to take outside.

Now he is in the situa-

tion, he is independently elected, his party gets 20 seats
out of 72, but he himself is popular, now he must choose
his cabinet from this very limited members available to him
or he must choose from the opposition.

How does it work?

/

MR

B~RNES:

point.

I think my honourable colleague is missing the

The position is, page 4l(b):

"·· not more than six

persons appointed by the president by virtue of their
special expertise, status or experience.

Such appointments

are subject to confirmation by the National Assembly and
the members so appointed shall have no vote in the National
Assembly."

In other words, the president has a practically

carte blanche to choose any six.

He has the right to say

Mr A, B C and D, I nominate you as members of the National
Assembly and from the National Assembly I nominate. all six
of you as cabinet ministers or deputy ministers.

He has a

carte blanche.
CHAIRMAN:

In the beginning that will be good. Supposing he

is reshuffling?
MR BARNES:

If he is reshuffling, the same way he appointed
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he can relieve that person of the position.
CHAIRMAN:

So, you only fire among the six, not from the

members?
MR BARNES:

Oh yes, he has that right.

He has the right to

fire anybody of the cabinet and the party, I believe.
MR BIWA:

I support what was just said by Mr Barnes because

I understood it the way he explained it.

If it is diffe-

rent, then I would like to have clarity on that.
CHAIRMAN:
MR BIWA:

Can you repeat that?
I supported what was just agreed upon, more or

less, on the understanding it is to be interpreted the way
it was put by Mr Barnes, but if it is not the case, I would
like to have an explanation as to how it differs.
CHAIRMAN:

The point is that the president can appoint

ministers only from the National Assembly, but he has a
right to appoint or nominate six members to that National
Assembly.

Since he has that

righ~

to bring in outsiders to

parliament who were not elected by people, when he appoints
his minister he must keep in view, that when I am going to
appoint so and so, he will be one of the six I am bringing
from outside into the Assembly, even if he is not a member
of the Assembly.
PROF ERASMUS:

It only means it has the effect that "from

the members of the National Assembly" in article 33(1)
can't be deleted.
CHAIRMAN:

It stands as it is.

That is right.

DR TJIRIANGE:

I will agree to that position if the words

-
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"confirmed by the National Assembly" are deleted in the
other articles, because there is a proviso there that somebody has to confirm them.

If he has the right to nominate

his ministers, there is no need to do it also in the Assembly, nominating itself.

The freedom must be given to the

president to bring these people without that proviso that
they have to be confirmed by the Assembly.

Then he has the

freedom.
CHAIRMAN:

It also means if the ministers aren't confirmed

by the Assembly, why these six only if they become ministers?
MR RUKORO:

I agree partly with honourable Tjiriange, but I

think, suppose he appoints three people to the cabinet from
outside, then I think those three should not be subject to
confirmation,

just like the other members of the cabinet.

But suppose he appoints the other three as people having
these special skills, those three, the non-cabinet members,
I think should be subject to confirmation, because, based
on the debate we had the last time, they being people with
special expertise to benefit the proceedings in the Assembly and some of the members have reservations about maybe
these people would be appointed on a party-political basis,
or their skills or alleged skills will be questionable,
then on that basis I think that the non-cabinet members
should be subject to testing by the rest of the Assembly as
to their suitability.
CHAIRMAN:

It is not only skills, there is special status

- 27 and many other things are listed.
DR TJIRIANGE:

I don't feel too strongly about the point,

forget it.
MR STABY:

I just want to draw the attention of the members

to the fact that the endorsement or the confirmation of the
appointment of ministers by parliament in fact is in the
interest of the ministers themselves.

As it is at the mo-

ment, of the 72 members'the majority party has 41.
appointment of ministers is by simple majority.

So the

So, it is

highly unlikely that the ministers will not be appointed.
In the case of a coalition the same must happen.
liation must achieve a majority in parliament.

A coaso, I fail

to see the reservations or the resistance to the request
that ministers be confirmed by parliament.
CHAIRMAN:

We have already decided yesterday that they are

not going to be confirmed by parliament.
MR RUPPEL:

I think the easiest way to overcome this pro-

blem really, if it only has to do with the six, is to say
simply that the cabinet shall be put together from members
of the National Assembly with the exception of a maximum of
six people who can be appointed from outside.

Then it is

for the president to chuck them out and get another six or
whatever.

As long as we keep in mind this important prin-

ciple which is set out in article 58, that these ministers,
wherever they come from, whether they now come from the
Assembly or outside, the six, that they are accountable,
that in that way the executive president at least has the

--------

- 28 power to get together in this cabinet the people he wants
to advise him on executive action, on governing the country
on a day to day basis.
tise comes in.

That is where this sort of exper-

I think if we follow that and keep this

principle of accountability in mind, then we overcome the
problem.

If we have these six nominated to the Assembly

and they must be confirmed, that would just lead the president into incredible problems, it will also put one
minister on a different basis than the other ministers,
because the one must go through the test of being confirmed
by the Assembly and the others not, and that is also not
right.

So, I think the easiest really is just to give the

executive president the power to put together his own cabinet with the proviso that he can take -

if there is any

magic about the number 6, I don•t know why - from outside.
CHAIRMAN:

We have concluded that matter now.
We have some confusion as to what to put

ADV CHASKALSON:
in, I am afraid.
MR BESSINGER:

Can the Chairman summarise for us before

Comrade Ruppel spoke, because he confused the issue.

I

think we reached consensus before he spoke.
CHAIRMAN:

We were saying that the president will appoint

cabinet ministers from within the National Assembly.

He

also has the power to appoint six additional members.
Should he therefore appoint a minister who is not a member
of the National Assembly,

then he should know it will come

from among those six from outside.

-
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MR HAMUTENYA:
ing.

I am not sure about that, maybe I was sleep-

I raised a question here, I asked:

What happens,

suppose we agree in the end that the president will be
elected nationally and his party won only about five seats,
but he is a popular figure, now he has to come and appoint
a cabinet.

The list of the cabinet is about ninetine, he

has five plus six, that means eleven.
do?

He is in a fix now, isn't he?

CHAIRMAN:

What is he going to

I want information.

You are giving a good example of Reagan where he

got members from outside the Assembly because of that
reason.

so we are mixing the two now.

MR HAMUTENYA:

But we are only adding these six, beyond six

he cannot?
CHAIRMAN:

No.

MR HAMUTENYA:

Then he is short of what he needs, he cannot

function.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I think me and my brother Hamutenya are

not far away from each other.

I think I will modify a

little what I said earlier, because I see what he is saying.

If the president is elected directly and he wins 56%

of the people, but his party might not win the majority in
parliament, the man is more popular than his party, then
you force hi~ to appoint his enemies.

Therefore, I think

what we can do •.•
MEMBER:

A coalition.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

A coalition can come in another form, but

in this case what he can do, is that should the president -

-
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to come closer to the American system - who is independent
for a cabinet, let's say he has the right to appoint members of his party in the Assembly and get some from outside, on one condition, that the members in the Assembly of
his party who are appointed, then resign from the Assembly
and the party can appoint other people in their places or
stand in,
MR MUDGE:

~f

you want to put it that way.

I did not want to participate unnecessarily, but

with all respect, I don't think there is anything wrong if
you allow a president to appoint people to his cabinet
which has not been elected by the people, because the
people do not always elect the right people, they make
mistakes, and the president might find that he needs a
minister from outside.

You might have gotten the impres-

sion that the DTA, for instance, is against the principle
of appointing people from outside cabinet.

We are not.

The fact that we have not accepted such a nomination is for
other reasons, because we don't want the opposition to be
neutralised.

But I think it must be possible for the

president to nominate members from outside parliament, it
must be possible, but there must be a limit.

There must be

a limit and the limit is six, not more than six.

We" are

hoping that he will not appoint six ministers from outside, maybe appoints one or two.

Then he will have four

seats available to nominate trade union, maybe, or whatever other people he wants to nominate.

But I think it

would be a mistake to say that members must come from the

-

Assembly.
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The other alternative could have been, as Mr

Katjiuongua suggested, that somebody who has been elected
must then resign to make room for a nominated member.

I

cannot agree with that, because then you will be going
against democracy.

The people has elected somebody and the

president now tells him to quit because he wants to nominate somebody.

We have already emphasised as a party that

we don't like nominated members at all, but we make this
concession.

So, I think, frankly, Mr Chairman, we will

support nomination from outside as long as they will become members of the Assembly even if they are nominated.
.

.

MR STABY:

I

just want to respond to honourable member

Katjiuongua.

I don't think it is possible for us to anti-

cipate all variations that might happen in elections and in
the assembly of a cabinet.

I think you summarised the

situation perfectly, particularly bearing in mind page 41
paragraph (b).

I think the whole thing has been previously

agreed here.
MR HAMUTENYA:

My problem now is, if you agree now, as

probably we will, the formula of six will be wrong.

Just

because somewhere we talked about the president having the
right to nominate six, now we are saying he can only nominate six outside the National Assembly.

I am not sure

whether the point of six has any legitimacy except that it
was intended for a different purpose altogether, and now it
is being used here.

Maybe if we didn't have it we would

have come up with a different formula.

Now that it is
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there it binds us-to something which we did not intend to
use it for.

Maybe we can say something like one-third or

two-thirds.
Isn't there a misunderstanding?

MR MUDGE:

These six will

not have votes.
MR HAMUTENYA:

That is- not my problem, my problem is that

we are now saying he can only appoint six outside the
cabinet.
pose.

The number of six was not intended for that pur-

It is now being used because it happened to be there

for a different purpose altogether.

Maybe we can say one-

third or two-thirds, something like that, of the people to
be appointed from outside.
/

CHAIRMAN:

One-third of what?

MR HAMUTENYA:

Of the cabinet members to be appointed out-

side the parliament.

If we can fix a certain percentage

rather than to pick six which was there for another purpose.
MRS !THANA:

I am getting lost now.

raising a very -important point.

Comrade Hidipo- is

I remember initially when

we talked about the six appointee in the parliament or in
the National Assembly, we were talking about people of
standing in our society who may not even want to be listed
in the list of people who stand for general elections, not
necessarily people with specific educational qualifications
that we are looking for.

It is a completely different

consideration altogether that we had in mind at that time.
But now we are bringing in these six for a different pur-

-
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from outside, so that it doesn't become seven or €ight from
outside who are nominated and come to the National Assembly.

But he has the right to appoint a minister from out-

side, he has the right to appoint a person from outside who
is of good standing, but he has the number six to play
with.

That is what I thought has been said here.

PROF WIECHERS:

We are having a discussion here, and if I

could ask the honourable members to look at the 1982 Principles, it is said here, amongst other things, "an elected
executive branch which will be responsible to the legislative branch."

I've got no problem with the president,

whether he is elected by parliament or elected directly, he
is elected, but the question you will have to make out is
whether the other members who are then appointed to the
cabinet, if they are not elected, whether you comply with
the 1982 Principles.

The problem is, what is your defini-

tion then of executive?

If your executive is the presi-

dent elected either by parliament or directly, fine, but
then you must change your definition and say the executive
power will reside in the president, not the president and
the cabinet as you have decided.

My colleagues could

differ on this point, but I have this question.
ADV CHASKALSON:

There are a number of difficulties amongst

ourselves as to the precise interpretation of that, but I
think that the solution put forward by Prof Wiechers does
resolve the problem.

If you change your definition, to say

the executive power shall reside in the president who shall
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have the power to appoint a cabinet to assist him, that
would presumably meet Prof Wiechers' difficulty.
PROF ERASMUS:

I cannot agree with that, and maybe this is

the first time we display our inherent

••. .' •• , but the

point put forward by Mr Mudge that the principle of democracy, elected National Assembly and then, of course, the
executive, that is the pure principle, but what he said
there - and it was supported by some other members - that
by certain conditions prevailing in the country you have to
make a limited consession to that.

It must be limited but

it can be explained and justified only in terms of the
needs and the conditions in the country.

If you go for

/

that and from a political expediency point of view I support that, the implication is that you qualify the actual
requirement of an elected executive.

You still preserve

the essence, but because of the conditions and the needs in
the country you qualify that in a limited way.

I immedia-

tely concede to Prof Wiechers, if you want to give a hundred persent pure meaning to "elected", the every single
one must be directly or'indirectly elected.
pure, the hundred percent position.

That is the

As explained by Mr

Mudge, the compromise is to allow for a limited qualification of that in order to satisfy certain views.
The second point, I cannot support the

ide~

that only

the president is to be understood to form part 'of the executive.

Then there is an implication of accountability.

personally have a problem with accountability, unless of

I

- 36 course you make it very explicit again in the constitution
that although they are not part of the executive, they are
still accountable.

That is probably a solution.

But the

third point is, I would even want to raise the question
whether in the article 33, where there is a definition of
the cabinet, there is no indication there that the president is part of the cabinet.

I would tend to think that he

is head of the cabinet or part of the cabinet and that the
whole structure of the executive consists of the president,
prime minister and the ministers, and as far as Prof
Wiechers' point is concerned about the requirement in the
1982 Principles of the elected executive, in the pure sense

of the word he is correct.

The only justification I can

see is the one offered by Mr Mudge, it is one for expediency, it is by circumstances and this is not an illegitimate

you have created through your electorate, so I

don't think the rest of the world will penalise you for
going that far, for making that limited adjustment.
CHAIRMAN:

So, the first correction is that the president

should be added to the cabinet.

Where do we stand?

I

summarised and my summary stands?
MEMBERS:
CHAIRMAN:

Yes.
The next point we decided on was the question of

whether there shall be a prime minister or not.
spoke in favour, one
DR TJIRIANGE:

aga~nst.

Three

What will I do?

I am just taking the floor to agree with

those who feel that the prime minister's office is a very
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important office in this case and it would be a serious
omission if it is not provided for in this constitution.
He is the chief administrator, and I don't think we really
have to debate on this issue.

It is a very important posi-

tion and it should be in the consitution.

I hope the

honourable member who raised this question was just thinking aloud, so that we may go ahead and leave it as it is.
CHAIRMAN:

It is on page 30 on which you have already

decided, so I

just wanted to raise it to make sure.

We are

at article 33(2).
MR BIWA:
ter.

I wanted to say something about the prime minis-

I personally have no problem with the prime

minister's position, but my problem is that I think there
is a need to define clearly his functions, because a lack
of clear provisions may lead to conflicts.
CHAIRMAN:

Article 33(2).

Agreed.

Article 33(3). Agreed.

Article 34.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

With the appointment of the prime minister

my position will depend on how we elect the president,
whether the president will be elected out of the House or
in the House.

Then I will make clear my position on the

prime minister.
DR TJIRIANGE:
said

I wanted to ask a question on 33(3).

It is

" ... the president or in his absence the prime minis-

ter or other minister."

Does it mean that after the prime

minister the deputy prime minister comes in first?
he is omitted there.

Because

- 38 MR HAMUTENYA:
MR STABY:

Just put it in.

Then it will also have to come in in 33(1) to be

consistent.
CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

It is just said that where you have "prime

minister there should be deputy prime minister too, both in
(1) and (3).
ADV CHASKALSON:

So the deputy prime minister is part of

the cabinet?
CHAIRMAN:

Article 34.

MR BIWA:

I would just like to repeat what I have said

earlier.

My problem is that the prime ministers' functions

must be defined more clearly.
he has to advise the president.

It it not enough to say that
I think there is a need

that it be explained in broader detail, the functions of
the prime ministers, because that vagueness may lead to
conflict in future.

One might not know what the limits of

the prime minister are.
MR HAMUTENYA:

With due respect to honourable Biwa, I think

the stipulations are quite clear, it doesn't need any
further elaboration.

The prime minister is going to be

essentially the assistant of the president, to co-ordinate.
The president may be involved in cabinet meetings dealing
with policy formulations and there could be cabinet meetings dealing for example with human relations .....

and

the president is busy and he has to attend that cabinet
meeting and he leaves the prime minister to follow up
whether every minister has done his job and advise the
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president accordingly about the progress of implementation
of decisions.

So, it is formulation of the work of the

cabinet and to advise the president.
ficient for now.

I think that is suf-

The terms could be spelled out later on

in his job description.
MR ANGULA:

I think honourable Hamutenya has explained what

I wanted to say, but I just want to emphasise the point
that a government is a complicated thing to run.

You have

ministries, departments, all sorts of things happening.
Co-ordination seems absolutely in order.

There must be a

senior minister who can call the other ministers to order.
Sometimes the president is taken up by the normal protocol
issues, so I think the prime minister must co-ordinate.
MR RUKORO:

I just wanted to add the word "to assist" as

one of his functions, because in this system he is the de
facto vice-president so to speak, and therefore one of his
main functions is to assist the president, assist and advise.
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Article 35.

CHAIRMAN:

DR TJITENDERO:

This seems to be consistent with the pre-

vious recommendation and I suppose that it could be put
under the Schedule.
CHAIRMAN:

Yes, both under the Schedule, but the presiden-

tial one is here.
MR BARNES:
CHAIRMAN:

Article 36(1).

Are the deputy ministers part of the cabinet?
No.

PROF KERINA:

The word "expedient" doesn't sound very good,

I think it should be "necessary".
CHAIRMAN:

I think we have said that already somewhere.

MR BARNES:

So, deputy ministers are not part of the

cabinet?
MR KATJIUONGUA:
CHAIRMAN:

What are the exceptions?

Some leaders of the parties, it depends on how

you are going to organise the government, people with possible skills are going to be needed in the cabinet to advise.
MR BARNES:
CHAIRMAN:
Agreed.

And they are not members of the cabinet
It is in the constitution, yes.

Subarticle (2).

Article 37.

DR TJITENDERO:

Article 37, okay, but I will recommend that

the proviso be deleted for the reasons that one cannot
force that the president works with someone who he obviously believes will not facilitate the execution of his
duties.

I

thin~

it is too restricting.

Therefore we

should just delete the proviso and let the article stand as

- 41 it is.

When the president wants to terminate, fire or

refuses to accept, it should not be subjected to other
provisions.
MR BARNES:

If the president has nominated a member from

the National Assembly that has been elected by universal
suffrage, he elects him to the cabinet and for some reason
he wants to fire him, does he also lose his seat in the
National Assembly?
CHAIRMAN:
ted.

No.

He is on party list, not universally elec-

The party can remove him.
There was some noise on that side there on

MR RUPPEL:

this article 37, that it should be removed in toto, and I
agree with that, because the principle is clearly stated
here that the person can be dismissed under the same procedure as he has been appointed.

So there is absolutely no

need for this clause as I see it.

There shouldn't be any

restrictions placed under what circumstances he can be
If he cannot work with the guy anymore he

dismissed.

should be able to dismiss him.

I think it would really be

too much.
CHAIRMAN:

Your point is well taken.

MR ANGULA:

I am talking on 38(1).

words there,

Article 38.
I would like us to add

"upon a majority of all members of the Na-

tional Assembly."

All members must be present.

You cannot

just call a quorum and vote.
MR HAMUTENYA:

All members need not be present.

If you can

get the number that qualifies to make a majority that is
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MR ANGULA:

A majority of all members?

MR HAMUTENYA:

Yes, as long as you have a majority of all

members, whether present or not.
CHAIRMAN:

You take 72, out of that majority, 37.

Article

38(2).
MR RUPPEL

If I may refer this House to article 31(2)(j)

(bb), page 30, there is a clear power for the president to
appoint, so I think this is unnecesary.
MR BARNES:

But it says here not only power to appoint,

this is power to fill the vacancy.
MR RUPPEL:

May I refer the member to article 31(2)(j)(bb),

it gives the president the power to appoint minister and
deputy ministers.
MR BARNES:

In accordance with article 45(l)(b).

MR RUPPEL:

It is redundant.

DR TJITENDERO:

I have no problems with its redundancy,

but I would like advice as to the meaning.

If the empha-

sis is placed on the replacement, then maybe we need to
be advised as to whether it is legally advisable to assume
that if you in the first place appoint, you can automatically go out and get someone to replace.

If that is clear,

then there won't be any problem.
ADV CHASKALSON:

It is in fact specifically dealt with

on page 31 under subarticle (5)

as well as the appoint-

ment and the other one is a remoVal, so those two hang
together.
CHAIRMAN:

Article 39.

BUSINESS SUSPENDED.

- 43 BUSINESS RESUMED:
CHAIRMAN:

We are on article 39.

MR PRETORIUS:

I want to ask our lawyers whether it is

not better to have the duties and functions of a cabinet
and the ministers_defined in laws, than to try and put
it in detail in the constitution, and then as far as (k)
is concerned, I don't think that is an accepted concept
in our laws, the idea of decrees and directions.

As far

as subclause (1) is concerned, I reserve my position there.
CHAIRMAN:

We start with 39(a), we must be systematic.

But there is a question being asked the lawyers, whether
it will be appropriate to put functions in the constitutions.
PROF WIECHERS:

Mr Chairman, yes, one can say the cabi-

net and members will execute the functions and powers
bestowed upon them under laws, and that goes without saying.

But nothing prevents you, of course, to stipulate

certain functions, certain resporisibilities.

Personally

I think it is in the vain of the constitution where one
wants to emphasise responsibilities and the functions
to state it in this general way, because it becomes a
way of checking, a checklist on the way your cabinet exercises its responsibilities.
PROF ERASMUS:

I may just add, there is nothing wrong

in principle putting it in the constitution, but by putting it in the constitution and not in a law, they give
it constitutional status.

That means protection of it,

control over it is far more constitutionally secured.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Only two

tiny points.
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back on the

minutes, I think the agreement was first, and

I think this was discussed particularly by Mr Gurirab and
myself, who felt .that maybe in the constitution we can mention
a

number of the principle ministries that we should have

and then leave the door open for the president to introduce
new ones, as he may find necessary, in consultation with
parliament.

I think that is one point I wanted to mention,

because first you have the ministries and then you talk about
functions.

I just wanted to put that on record first.

Number

two, this thing of the cabinet supervising organisations,
including parastatals.

I know that the state has a vested

interest in its organisations.

Sometimes it happened in

many countries where the state was too much involved that
these organisations went bankrupt.

But I also understand

that there must be a form of monitoring or accountability
of some sort to ensure that nothing goes wrong.
that if the state may

ha~e

I thought

to supervise these companies through

shareholding that is another way of doing it rather than
a government department.
MR HAMUTENYA:

I wanted to support Mr Pretorius, but af-

ter the lawyers have spoken I
MR ANGULA:

no longer want the floor.

Yes, on the same issue, whether these (h) to

(1) should be in the constitution.
Pretorius.

I would agree with Mr

The only problem is that it will take time to

issue laws.
CHAIRMAN:
MR BARNES:

We have decided on that.
What is the definition of public corporations?

Is that parastatal?
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Yes, Swawek, Enok, things like that.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

I just want to know whether this power we

DR TJIRIANGE:

are talking about is vested in the ministers or the cabinet
as a whole?
The cabinet as a whole and the president

PROF WIECHERS

on advice of his prime minister, but it is a collective responsibility.
But it talks about the ministers to give

DR TJIRIANGE:

the powers to the organs.
CHAIRMAN:

These are the functions of the cabinet.

DR TJIRIANGE:

But it talks about individual ministers

now.
Ministries, state departments.

PROF ERASMUS:

I am afraid there are sometimes too much

MR KATJIUONGUA:

supervision and control of the government of these types
of organisations.

It can make them go bankrupt.

I want

to know whether the control could rather be by shareholding
by the government in
CHAIRMAN:

t~ese

companies.

That is detail, it can be done that way, be-

cause the policies are very clear not to interfere.

Sub-

article (b)?
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I

just want to find out, nowhere in this

document is there any opportunity or possibility for individual or group members of parliament to introduce a bill.
It is the cabinet and to a certain extent the press, but
some countries allow private members bills as

~n

individual,

and some other countries, like in Germany, they allow a group
of ten people or maybe one-third to introduce bills if it
is a matter that concerns those members and they want to

-

introduce a bill in the Assembly;
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Maybe not each individual

member, but must be able to mobilise, maybe myself and Angula
want to develop Okarara and Okahandja and we have common
interest in those matters, then we want to introduce a bill
of that nature.
Shouldn't that rather come under the legis-

MR BARNES:
lature?

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Subarticle (c)?

Agreed.

Subarticle

(d)?
Just this tiny thing in (c), why is the word

MR STABY:

"propose" in there?
CHAIRMAN:

For what purpose?

It must come out.

Subarticle (d)?

Agreed.

Subarticle (e)?
MR GURIRAB:

Just a query,

"ordinarily be present."

MR MUDGE:

If you say "always", you are in trouble.

CHAIRMAN:

"Ordinarily" comes out.

Subarticle (g)?

Agreed.

Subarticle (f)?

Agreed.

Subarticle (h)?

MR MATJILA:

Is

it not necessary to add "success or failure?"

MR RUPPEL:

I think we should delete this, "just on the

policy" and finished.
ADV CHASKALSON:

Can we just say "to report to the National

Assembly thereon?"

That we use that formula throughout

to avoid all those problems.
CHAIRMAN:
MR PRETORIUS:

Agreed.

Subarticle (i),

(j),

(k)?

Here again I want to ask the lawyers, be-

cause I am not used to such thing, what exactly is meant
by (k),

"for the cabinet"?

PROF WIECHERS:

Yes, I agree, decrees is a word used in

- 47 France for instance.

Cabinet-laws are called decrees.

It

is out of place, we should say "to issue notices and directions to facilitate.

I see these things as the well-known

departmental instructions.

It is the internal workings of

departments.
DR TJITENDERO:

I had "to issue orders and directions."
Subarticle (1).

CHAIRMAN:

Notices and directions.

MR STABY:

A couple of things, Mr Chairman.

It says here,

"to remain vigilent for the purposes of ensuring that the
of apartheid and colonialism does not manifest itself
in disgui9ed forms."
forms.

Presumably that allows undisguised

Can we say "in any form?"

MR MATJILA:

Is this subarticle really necessary?

under fundamental rights.

It falls

It raises the impression that

ministers must be policemen.
MR STABY:

I take it for granted that the ministers would

do this anyway.
MR BARNES:

And it is in the affirmative action, it is in

the fundamental rights.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I thought maybe the essence of this can

come under affirmative action.
ADV CHASKALSON:

It

wa~

in the working paper and I think

the reason it was here, was because it was said to be a
duty of the cabinet.

The other one gives the right to the

individual, the affirmative action right, and it is merely
a statement here of what is expected of ministers and I
think that is why it was there.
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MR MUDGE:

May I

just ask a question in this connection?

I

think this is something that we will have to consider together with the formulation that we are still expecting
from the lawyers.
ADV CHASKALSON:
yesterday.

It was ready yesterday, we had a draft

I informed the chairman that we had a draft on

affirmative action only.
MR MUDGE:

If you determine anything in a constitution, you

must be able to define it properly.

When you give a res-

ponsibility to a cabinet member in terms of the constitution, and you say he must remain vigilent", is that instruction clear enough?

Can an argument arise?

What is

the possibility of having a problem when you say to "protect and assist the disadvantaged citizens" if you don't
have a clear understnding of what you have in mind, and
when does this terminate?

After 25 years, after 10 years,

in terms of another article?

I only want clarity and I

want to make it clear, I am not going to oppose this paragraph for the simple reason that it might create the impression that I am against the disadvantaged citizens and
this is not the case.

But I am always afraid to write

things into a consitution which might be vague, difficult
to interpret and in terms of a constitution you can go to
court.

Then you must be able to clearly state what you

have in mind.

But the point I wanted to make was only,

when can we expect that?
ADV CHASKALSON:

It is ready, I informed the chairman that

-
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it was ready.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
MR MUDGE:

What is tribalism?

MR KATJIUONGUA:
CHAIRMAN:

Tribalism must also be concluded.

No,

about that.

It is tribal hatred.
there are tribes, you cannot do anything

I am a Damara, a very proud Damara, but when I

use that Damaraism and try to promote that with my own
tribe, favouring them, that is tribalism.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Tribalism as used in Africa is a negative

way of expressing tribal feelings.
ly.

It means hatred actual-

It means isolation, it means despising other tribes.

MR MUDGE:
~ould

I agree with every word, I am against that, but

a court interpret that as tribalism, and what we

write in a constitution we must be prepared to defend in
court.

I belong to the Afrikaner-tribe.

If I promote my

language and my culture, is that tribalism?

It is not for

Mr Katjiuongua to say that, what will a court decide?

Is

it tribalism or is it not?
CHAIRMAN:

No, language is not tribalism.

MR HAMUTENYA:

If you only hire only Afrikaners in your

ministry.
MR MUDGE: With all due respect, I am not prepared to
the members here as legal advisors.

a~cept

I want to know what do

the legal advisors say, what is tribalism?
CHAIRMAN:

There is a problem, what is tribalism?

political term,
MR HAMUTENYA:

It is a

it is not even a legal term.
If in your ministry there is a clear indica-

-
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tion that you are only hiring Afrikaners, that would be
tribalism.
PROF WIECHERS:

I feel very strongly, personally, for this

kind of section, but I can't think for one moment that any
member of the Cabinet, who is not doing his job, we are
asking them only to be awake, to be vigileng, but he has to
be vigilent for many other ills and pathologies in society
and in the parliamentary process where his portfolio, where
his activities, his policies are discussed, it is a whole
range of things that are going to be addressed.

so, if you

want to have a more general statement to be vigilent to all
ills in society, economic discrimination, but a minister is
there to be the watchdog in all these fields.

So, it is up

to you whether you want to say he must be a watchdog, but
he will have to be in order to be a good minister.
CHAIRMAN:

I think we are dealing with this in the context

of our society.

We talk about apartheid because it was

something we suffered under, tribalism also, we have been
divided.

There is an Ovambo-location, Damara-location,

those are realities of the context within which we write
this constitution, and these things exist still at our
level in Africa.

Maybe not with the white tribes, they

wiped it out, but tribalism is there.
MR MUDGE:

I am prepared to leave it to the courts.

MR STABY:

What did we now include?

CHAIRMAN:

Tribalism, nepotism.

DR TJIRIANGE:

Just put in tribalism.
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MR STBY:

Yes.

Are you happy, Mr Staby?

Only apartheid, colonialism and tribalism?

The

other terrible things we leave out?
CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

MR HAMUTENYA:

Article 40.
The last words.

I know we agreed already

about accountability to the National Assembly, but here
now, is it not a bit of an anomaly?

The ministers obvious-

ly are accountable to the president who have appointed them
and who can fire them.

At the same time they are also ac-

countable to the same degree to the National Assembly, to
the same extent?
PROF WIECHERS:

If you are having two chambers, then it may

be in reviewing legislation that the second house, exactly
as a house of review, would also like to hear from ministers why they do that.

So, wouldn't it better to say "and

parliament" in this case?
MR MUDGE:

May I

just read to you the holy cow?

"The elec-

ted executive branch will be responsible to the legislative
branch."
CHAIRMAN:
MR RUPPEL:

Yes, the holy cow has spoken.

Article 41(1).

Does this requirement not also apply to deputy

ministers.
CHAIRMAN:

Yes, the deputy ministers must be in. · Agreed.

Subarticle (2)?
MR BARNES: "No member of the Cabinet", one should rather
say "no minister of deputy minister" seeing that the deputy
ministers are not part of the cabinet.
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CHAIRMAN:

Subarticle (3)?

MR KATJIUONGUA:

I think the name "House of Review" should

be left open here until we have decided on that name later
on.
MR STABY:

Can't we just say parliament?

DR TJIRIANGE:

I wonder whether this thing cannot be re-

moved and go where the parliament is, legislature?
MR RUPPEL:
CHAIRMAN:

I support that.
Agreed, it goes to legislature.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

Article 42?

I understand the sensitivity of an in-

coming government to have to make a choice of a secretary
to the cabinet, because it has a lot of consequences, and I
/

think last time we talked that he was supposed to be a
civil servant and now I think there is a different formulation and I understand that is explained in the memorandum.

But then, if that is the case, then I think the

secretary of the cabinet should be a politician in that
sence, not be a politician and enjoy the benefits of the
civil service, because if he doesn't come from the civil
service, then it means he is with the government of the day
and when it goes, he goes.

So, if he is a politician, then

he must not enjoy the benefits of a civil servant at the
same time.

Maybe people might have a problem to trust

civil servants for this type of job.

But he cannot be

both, he cannot have his cake and eat it too.
MR ANGULA:

I am not quite sure whether I have the same

concept of what the Civil Service Commission is.

My under-
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standing of the Civil Service Commission is a commission
which appoints a certain level of civil servants.

This

particular position, he or she will the most top civil servant in my own view, the secretary of the cabinet.

It is

the top most civil servant and he cannot possibly be appointed by his or her juniors.
MR BARNES:

The president is appointed by the people.

MR ANGULA:

Yes,

servant.

and then he appoints the most top civil

I don't expect the Civil Service Commission to

appoint a cleaner, that should be appointed by some other
authorities.

The system here was not complete.

People

like secretaries are not appointed by the Civil Service
Commission.

They become public officials after they have

been appointed, but they are appointed by a very high
authority.
CHAIRMAN:

Just to clarify, I was assigned to deal with the

civil service here, with due respect to those working here,
and I must say I am so disappointed because of this kind of
definition.

There are about 47 000 civil servants here,

apparently appointed by the Public Service Commission impartially.

Then when you look at the categories, only

8 000 are whites, but those 8 000 are the ones who are
actual civil servants.

Then you get sweepers as civil

servants appointed by Public Service Commission.
really a camouflage used,

That was

it was very unfair, the holy cow

is addressing that kind of situation.

You call the

sweepers, the drivers civil servants, count them and say
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you appointed seven but the Africans are in the majority.
No,

just to enlighten you what I discovered the other day.

MR PRETORIUS:

This clause was transferred to the legis-

lature, so I will discuss it there, the principle.
DR TJITENDERO:

I would like to associate myself with Mr

Angula that the secretary of the cabinet is very essential
in the contact and operations of the entire civil service.
That is based on the experience that we had.
of fact,

As a matter

there had been as far back as 1978.proposals as to

what will be done with that post.

That in itself is an

indication how important it is and therefore the appointment of such a person should be vested in the president in
consultation with the Public Service Commission.

They will

advise.
MR BARNES:

We have no problem with the president appoint-

ing a secretary to the cabinet, we have no problem that it
is an important position which also entails a trust.
have no problem with that.

We

The problem that we have is the

question, is he a civil servant or is he a political appointee?

If he is a political appointment, when the

president goes, he goes.

There is no continuity.

If he is

appointed by the president but it is approved by the Civil
Service, when the government goes, he can carry on.
is one advantage because he is a civil servant.

That

If he is a

political appointment, then they have to make provision
somewhere again, if he goes what happens to his pension,
etc?

So, my idea is that the president can appoint him,

-
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the president can nominate him with the approval of the
Civil Service in order to protect the person, so that when
the government goes he can remain.

He might not be the

secretary of the cabinet, but then he holds his salary
scale, his pension, and he can be transferred to another
department.

It is not that you are depriving the president

of making the appointment, it is an important position. I
can hardly expect that if Mr Staby was president that he
had to accept somebody who had been given by Mr Angula,
with due respect.
MR HAMUTENYA:

I appreciate the argument being advanced in

this regard, but this is not the first instance in which
the president appoints people who in the government service
overstays his tenure of office.

The judges are appointed

by the president and it is regarded that the appointed ones
will stay on.

Fine, if the next president comes and he

doesn't like this one; he has the freedom to take out this
one and appoint another one, but it is not automatic that
because he is appointed by the president he goes with the
president that appointed him.

There will be stbility there

in the same way as it applies to the judges.

He is a civil

servant, topmost, but because he sits in the cabinet, he
takes minutes of the cabinet, he keeps the records of the
cabinet, he should be above the appointment of the Civil
Service Commission and it should not be automatic that his
term of office ends with the particular president that
appoints him.

-
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Can we first look at the title, it says,

"Appointment of the Secretary of the Cabinet" and "Heads of
Ministries" to be added.
MR RUPPEL:

You are confusing things.

DR TJIRIANGE:

It is about the term used .. Sometimes you

say Public Service Commission, sometimes you say Civil
Service Commission.
CHAIRMAN:
MR MATJILA:

Public Service Commission.
I think the most important question here, as

far as I am concerned, surrounding this particular issue:
Is this person a civil servant or is he a politician, and I
think the answer will be that he would be a civil servant.
That being the case, the conditions of service under which
he will be appointed would conform to the normal conditions
of service prescribed for the rest of the civil service as
such and these conditions are prescribed by the Public
Service Commission.

That means in essence that this person

would be appointed by the president upon recommendation by
the Public Service Commission.
MR MUDGE:

As far as I am concerned it is not even neces-

sary to have a paragraph like this, because I cannot
imagine that a secretary to the cabinet will be appointed
without approval of the president.
thing like that happening.

I just cannot imagine a

I also cannot imagine a secre-

tary to a minister being appointed without the minister
being consulted.

Is it really necessary to include provi-

sions like this in a constitution?

I don't think it is

-
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of the president and I think the perception is that when
you are elected by the president, automatically it goes to
say you are a political appointee, and I think if we draw
the distinction that some of the people who will be
appointed to civil service positions which will continue
beyond the lifespan of the president, will have been appointed by the president into the civil service positions.
If we take that there is that distinction, there will not
be any difficulty.

This is done all over.

I agree to the amendment proposed by my

MR GURIRAB:

honourable neighbour here.
MR MUDGE:

I think it solved the matter.

We are taking up a lot of time.

amendment makes it even more complicated.

I think the
I have no pro-

blem whatsoever that a president will have the right to
nominate his candidate, because that man has got to work in
close co-operation with the president.
problem with that.

I don't have any

But this man, after having been ap-

pointed, will have a responsibility, not only towards the
president, but also towards the country, because he will
for instance serve a depository of the records, minutes
related to documents and I think that he will be a civil
servant in the real sense and he will have to meet at least
some of the requirements of a civil servant.
MR HAMUTENYA:
MR MUDGE:

We agreed on that.

What is wrong then, if that is the case and you

want it in here, that he will be deemed to be, upon
appointment of the president, to be appointed to this

-
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office by the Public Service Commission.
clear.

That makes it

But if you amend it, it is not clear that he is

deemed to be appointed.
consultation.

Then he was only appointed in

As far as I am concerned it is not neces-

sary, but if it must be in here, leave it as it is here.
The reason why I want to leave it out, is that if it is not
done on the recommendation of the Public Service Commission, you might find a situation, if the president vacates
his office, then this person, if he does not meet all the
requirements of a civil servant, you might not know what to
do with him.
CHAIRMAN:

We have solved the problem.

MR PRETORIUS:

Article 43.

Before you proceed, I have a problem against

the background that we discussed the executive, "the executive power of the Republic of Namibia shall vest in the
President and his Cabinet.''

It is very important to me

that there shall be a quorum for the Cabinet, otherwise the
president with one cabinet minister could decide.

I want

the reaction of the lawyers.
CHAIRMAN:

The minister is appointed by the president, they

have to work together.

If he calls a cabinet meeting and

someone is absent, that you don't have enough numbers, it
is unusual.

I am confused now.

Do we go ahead and look at

the legislature before we decide how the president is going
to be elected?
MR MUDGE:

Wasn't the proposal that we should come back to

the president?
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CHAIRMAN;

Then we go back· to the election of the presi-

dent, article 28(2).
MR BARNES:

There is one point in 27, "the executive power

of the Republic of Namibia shall vest in the Cabinet headed
by the President."
CHAIRMAN:

The President and the Cabinet.

That is what we

amended yesterday.
PROF WIECHERS:
his cabinet.

That is correct, it is the president and
They are a unity and it is for that reason

that you don't prescribe
CHAIRMAN:
MR ANGULA:

q~orum

requirements and things.

Article 28(2)
Yes, we are coming back to this problematic

article after we have considered the functions of the
president and his cabinet.

We did that because honourable

members wanted to understand the relationships between the
president and his cabinet and other arms of government, the
rational being that people were concerned about the socalled run-away president, that this president might be out
of control.

Having done so, I listened to the arguments

and I attempted to ascertain that we will not have a runaway president, because the constitution will not allow it
to do so.

Here I would like to draw the attention to the

provisions made to very seriously curb the functions and
the powers of the president.

In article 28(6) the presi-

dent can be impeached if he tries to run away from his
responsibilities.

That is provided for.

In 28(5) the term

of office of the president is prescribed as ten years.
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However popuYar this person might be to the people, the
people will only be able to elect this person two times. In
article 31 the powers of the president is very limited in
terms of what he can appoint and who he cannot appoint by
himself without control by the National Assembly.

Article

31(7) is about reviewing, reversing and correcting.

Again

here the functions of the president are strictly monitored
by the National Assembly, so that the Assembly will be in a
position to review, reverse and correct those actions and
activities of the president.

Article 38.

Here we have the

situation whereby the National Assembly can actually impeach a member of the president's cabinet, which will be a
reflection on the president himself.
article 40.

Then we come to

This one is about accountability.

Again here

we see that the National Assembly will have power to ensure
that the ministers, individually and collectively, are
accountable to the National Assembly, otherwise the action
to monitor or to investigate their activities can be instated.

So, in these chapters on the executive we have

severely restricted the activities of the president.

If

you add to this the provisions made in the chapter dealing
with fundamental human rights and freedoms and you add to
this the judiciary as a watchdog to make sure that the
constitution is adhered to, and many others which I don't
want to state here, you see that the powers of the president are very much restricted.

You cannot under any cir-

cumstances have a run-away president.

So, since we have
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agreed to that I am not complaining, I am only saying there
is no harm now in having the people now to have a final say
that we want this particular president whom you, as the
National Assembly, can control.

This is my submission, and

I am coming back to the proposal I made yesterday, that the
president should therefore be elected by universal suffrage, save the first one.
MR MUDGE:

At this stage only a question.

The amendment

proposed, I just want to have absolute clarity.

Are we now

talking about the first term or about the first president?
I think we should have absolute clarity on that issue.

In

other words, should for any reason whatsoever the first
president vacate his seat after six months from now, will
that mean that in six months from now there will have to be
an election on a nation-wide basis or not?

I just want to

have clarity on that issue first.
MR HAMUTENYA:

Yes, if I have read the mind of my colleague

Mr Angula correctly, he was talking about the first term as
a whole.

If the president whom the Assembly may elect dies

within six months, we should come back to the Assembly
because we have not created the machinery yet for the election of the president by the people.

S, the whole term,

five years from now on the president will have to be
elected by the Assembly.
MR MUDGE:

I just want to get clarity in my mind.

Mr

Angula has now emphasised that we have, according to him,
severely restricted powers of the president.

To prevent
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him from - and I quote, it is not my word or my formulation
- being a run-away president, what has the election of the
president got to do with that in any case, whether he is
directly elected or whether he is elected by parliament?
Can anybody tell me how will that influence the powers of
the president and the accountability of the president?

If

I can get clarity on that I will be able to •••
CHAIRMAN:

I thought the point was earlier, if the presi-

dent were to be elected directly he would have too much
powers, because he will claim "I got my authority from the
people themselves, therefore I am not accountable to the
Assembly.''

That was the original argument used.
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stated very 2a:-1·' in the cons::i-

tution that ultimately the power resides 1n the people of
this country.

Then we move on to say, in order to lead

this country, we need somebody who is approved by the
people of this country, who is the embodiment of their aspirations, who is above a number of things, that people can
relate to this person, and we can only do this if actually
this person was elected by them.

The idea therefore is

that in terms of nation-building it is desirable that you
must have somebody that is elected by the people of the
country to symbolise their aspirations.
rational.

That is our basic

In terms of the power relations, the argument

has been that if you have this person elected by the people
he will say,

"I am not answerable to you, I answer to the
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Then we come back to the consti-

people who elected me."

tution and say in order to avoid that argument we must put
some brakes to the functions of the president, that the
parliament can investigate, impeach, that kind of thing.
The president himself, members of cabinet individually
and the cabinet collectively.

It is a matter of checks and

balances and my position is that we have gone too far to
limit the functions of the president and it will only be
logical that in order for the president to lead the people
he is selected by the people.
I think this question is very important

MR KATJIUONGUA:
because it has

~

fundamental bearing on this whole consti..: ... j_ I

Hamutenya,

here f0r

L

cl~rifyinq

that

the first

president

actually means the f1rst term.
Secondly, I think we must be clear when we talk about
democracy in our context and how outside concepts apply
also in similar situations.

We are talking about the

powers of the president, that they are very restricted and
at the same time you say the president is accountable to
the people who elected him if he is directly elected.

I

think the way I understand democracy in the modern sense of
the world, through various parts of the world, is that the
separation of powers that we are talking about here essentially means limited power.
unlimited powers.

You can't have somebody with

Whatever the sources of their power

might be, there must be mutually controlling mechanisms

-

built in.
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That is how you avoid a dictator.

I think we

must keep that in mind •
•....•• wrote on the Nigerian Presidential Constitution back in 1982 and I think it is very important in the
African context:
"An executive presidency is apt to create in our minds
the image of dictatorship.

We immediately think of the

record of presidential tyranny in various parts of the
word.

On our continent presidential tyranny has a

frightful reality that has deservedly and for the
systems a rather majority population African presidentialism.

It is anpropriate to emphasise aaain, the

distin~:~~~
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nominal significance.
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ay have no more than a

What is overwhelmingly important

is how the power is to be exercised, by whom and in
what manner it may be exercised.

Harry Colborn, State

Development and the need for participation in democracy,

••. . . . . . . . . ••.•

He was teaching at various uni-

versities, the University of Dar-Es-Salaam, as well as
the Univrsity of ..• in the West Indies:

The post-

colonial state in Africa moves along a regularly ...
path of development.

It is highly centralised, over-

bearing and restrictive in its operations.

It seeks to

concentrate power in one or two state institutions and
to make power available to the executive

~rm

of the

government, often this means one person or a very small
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group of men around him.

This means that the first

generation of post-colonial leaders in Africa has
failed in one of the most important tasks of this era
in the history of Africa:

development of democratic

institutions and modes of conducting public affairs.
The outstanding institutional ..•. of these states
remains the prevalence of what has been described as
presidentialism.

Basically the phenomena of presiden-

tialism involves the centralisation of state power in
the hands of the president and/or his office.

Over or

after a quarter of a century, however, there can be
little doubt that there is pressinq case for some old
t:he
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Mr Chairman, unless in our case we define the functions of
the second house in a situation where you have maybe one
house - let•s say for the next five years, supposing that
and you do not define that many of the actions and bills
and so on from the executive branch will be adopted by a
certain majority, then you will have parliament and the
president, belonging to the same organisation, having parliament as a rubberstamp.

If you talk about parliament,

you mean parliament dominated by one organisation.

Then it

means the president can carry his wish all the way.

So,

then there are not enough controls and mechanisms.

Then

you have exactly what I am talking about.
very important.

I think that is

In that sense, when you talk about the
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limitation of powers in a democracy as you have in the case
of the United States, the president has a certain control
over the legislature in terms of having a bit of power
which forces both houses to resort to a two-thirds majority.

The senate has checks and balances over the presi-

dent in certain ways where it needs a majority for the
approval of his appointments and also needs a two-thirds
majority for the ratification of the treaties already
signed and that sort of thing.
Therefore, unless you balances these things to establish real and objective control mechanisms, limitation of
powers really, then I think to talk about
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I think we have four models

election we can have a look at.

~c

One is the French system,

people run as many as they can, the last two ones who have
got the majority of votes run again the second round.
is one system.

That

You have the American one, which is being

criticised in certain quarters, the whole system of electoral college, but whether that is undemocratic or not, I
havent seen that.

All it boils down to is that the presi-

dent must be elected by electoral college or 538

pe~ple.

That is actually the number of people who are elected, the
proportion to the population within the United States.
Hundred senators in reality, 435 members of the House of
Representatives.

Out of these 538 people, at least the

minimum the president must get to get a sure election is
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257.

That is one version we have, consider that.

The

other one is the Nigerian one, where somebody runs for the
presidency on the condition that in each state of the
federation at least the presidential candidate, to be seen
as national president, must have a quarter of the vote.
Then we can have maybe our own system as well and then
the fourth one is election by legislature.

If you careful-

ly look at the 1982 Principles, they say the president must
be elected, they don't say by whom, maybe by parliament,
maybe directly.

So we can have the interpretation here

that it is maybe by parliament, maybe directly.

If I say

directly, then we can choose the method whether it is the

j112 <-:

vr:, ':.sd

by p2.r

that is coming up.

; ,_. •.::.

The

as ·.v\2 hnve
~~s~

the

present

one

nc·.;

one we can have, which is

similar to the American one, is that maybe you can have an
electoral college composd of members of the National Assembly, members of the regional councils and muncipalities
who can also compose an electoral college for the president.

If they are accepted as representatives of the

peo~

ple, then I think the president is also in that sense elected by the people.
thos parameters.

So I think we have to make a choice in
That is why I said my position on the

prime minister depends on how we elect the president.

If

the president, for example, is going to sit in the Assembly, be part of the Assembly, then I don't see the part of
the prime minister, but if the president is outside par-
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liament, then he has his first advisor or protege, or whatever you call that, as the prime minister, as leader of
government, then it will make my way

mo~e

clear, depending

on the placement or allocation of the presidential system.
CHAIRMAN:

It is good to have examples of other people,

that is Prof Wiechers'

job.

We have to decide here, after

a long debate, whether the first president will be elected
directly or indirectly.
MR HAMUTENYA:

The 1982 Principles put the election of the

executive and the election of the legislature on par without any qualification.
th~

t
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If we construe that the election of

cabinet or the executive will have to be indirectly,
so
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but it is not in any

way implied, we are simply given election of the two organs
on par, one sentence, and it says the legislature and the
executive.

So, any attempt to construe that one is on a

higher level than the other, is our own construction.
I would like to go back to the fact mentioned already
by my colleagues, particularly Mr Gurirab, that we have
been dealing with some quid pro quos and we have to recognise that fact.

The original position of our colleagues in

the opposition, with the exception of one or two parties,
was to have a figurehead president, a creature of the
legislature.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Non-executive.
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MR HAMUTENYA:

No, it was figurehead actually.

In their

documents they called it ceremonial, the same thing.

So we

know that the question of how the president is elected
hinges on those basic propositions to begin with, because
his wings must be clipped.
whole

That was the essence of the

In recognition of that fact we went

construction~

through the exercise to curtail the powers, as my colleague
Mr Angula has just indicated.

We on our part were saying

we are interested in checks and balances, properly understood, not only the fiction of it.

We were saying there

will be the legislature directly elected by the people with
its specific

~andate

to

~~ke

-,,. ::·
othe~

oLgan

o~

the state, to

execute policies.

laws, and then we want an
-·-···:::cor
2d~1nister

So we wanted that

the

,n ·.=x;:er;_;2.on of

thP cauntcy,

bal~nce

to

to be esta-

blished and that is what we have been fighting for all
along.
now.

So, we continue to do that and that is where we are
We are asking that in the light of the quid pro quo

which were made, we gave you two things, you gave us one,
please give us that other thing in essence, not only in
appearance.
Then there were examples given by Mr Katjiuongua.

I

appreciate his concern, his fear for dictatorship, but
again, in addition to what Mr Angula said, we have here a
multi-party democracy.

That is a fact.

Whatever propor-

tion sits in the Assembly, there are men and women with
qualifications to speak and to be heard by this nation in
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public, to expose whatever fascistic or dicatorial tendencies.

So we cannot have •.•• here, that is eliminated by

the fact of multi-party democracy.

So, referring to the

Nigerian or any other thing does not take the argument any
further.

In addition to the fact that there are limits,

already outlined by Angula, we have this advantage.
have our president linked to two terms of office.

We
I do not

really foresee dictatorships developing in the next five'
years simply because we have a directly elected president.
In any case, if the fear is him becoming a dictator because
he is directly elected, there will be none directly elected
in the next five years.

Beyond tho=tt we h:::.: ··" all those
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let's
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the fact of quid

pro quos which we made and let's not try to take away what
we have given.

I am sure that my colleague, Mr Katjiuon-

gua's, fear is for the moment unfounded, that a dictator
will emerge in the next five years.
MR RUPPEL:

I think whether it is a fly-away president or

not, depends on how well the wings have been clipped.

I

think that has been pointed out time and again how much it
has been clipped.
of electing.

It does certainly not depend on the mode

Now, I

just want to address myself very

briefly to - I think politically everything has been said
that could be said - the 1982 Principles, this holy cow to
which we all committed ourselves.

I strongly feel that not

only have the two elections for the two separate branches
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of government been put on par on the construction of paragraph 3 of part B, but the exact nature of the election in
each case has been stipulated in the next paragraph, para 4
of Section B of the 1982 Principles, and that says:

"The

electoral system will be consistent with the principles in
A.l.5" and A.l stipulates "a direct, universal suffrage
kind of election".

That clearly applies to both, and in

the end when everything has been said in this Assembly and
argued and when all the wings have been clipped and if this
is a democratic president, we still have to comply with the
1982 Principles.

It think there can be hardly any doubt in

my mind, from a legal point of view, that there is only
this
verv,

very important basic

i~A2

Princioles which has ceen

provided here to make compromise possible and to make the
writing of the constitution a reality.

Once again, we are

back to this important document and I think once again it
will lead us.
MR AMATHILA:

Honourable Chairman, I think we find our-

selves here discussing this issue today because of the proposal made yesterday that we have a further discussion on
these particular points until such time that we have at
least drawn a complete mosaic as to a total picture related
to the powers of the president and his election.

We defer-

red this matter yesterday because of an intervention by Mr
Mudge.

Having had all the explanations given, again this

morning upon the request of Mr Mudge, I think we have a
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chance of making short-cuts in settling this issue, because I think satisfactory explanations have been given and
the relationship between the election of the president
vis-a-vis the various powers and functions that we have
been discussing the whole day, it would therefore be possibly important to invite the House, and Mr Mudge in particular, as to whether satisfactory explanations have been
given in the issue we have been discussing since yesterday.
It is true that the wheel has been invented once for those
who want to use the wheel, not to reinvent the wheel everytime they want to use the wheel.

It is equally true that

thP
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place, country to country, state to state call upon us to
pay attention to our own situation.

I am trying to say

that in an effort to try and find a sort of local satisfaction for the president we are going to have, it will not be
a run-away president, it will not be a person which will
trigger our minds, given our past experiences, what happened in countries in the neighbourhood or somewhere else.
It would appear to me that it is very important as well for
us to realise that the president we are trying to create
will reflect the aspirations of this young nation which
will be launched in the international community from which
we have been denied access to, and the type and the dignity of this president has to be seen in relation to the
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task entrusted to him in relation to other presidents.
should not clip too much off his wings.

We

Then we are ob-

viously going to find the launching of this nation into the
constellation of nations rather difficult.

Equally we are

going to find it very difficult for him to perform the task
that we are going to entrust him, especially if you take
article 31(2)(e) which calls upon him to negotiate and to
enter into treaties and things of that sort.

so, I don't

think that we are aiming at having a president who will go
to meet his counterparts and have to avoid taking any decision because he has to come and consult all the time.

That

will defeat the whole purpose of having an executive presi-

e:

~rt

tions.

to launch this nation in the

constellatio~

of na-

In short, Mr Chairman, what I am trying to say is

that I think satisfactory answers and explanations have
been given, and we have a draft on our draft constitution
and I think it is just proper to react as to whether the
explanations given are really acceptable, satisfactory and
then we adopt the last paragraph of this particular chapter which kept us busy since yesterday.

MR RUKORO:

I proceed on the premise that whether or not

the president is elected directly or indirectly, he has got
to be checked by the legislature.

Therefore, whether we

opt for the one or the other will not affect the degree to
which the legislature or other organs of government can
exercise over the president, and therefore I think the

- 74 debate really isn't about to what extent the president is
controlled or not controlled, but the debate is really
about the advantages or disadvantages of having the president elected directly or indirectly.
Having regard, for instance, to the 1982 Principles,
Paragraph 3 of

my own construction there is as follows:

principle B of part B of these principles reads as follows:
"An elected executive branch, which will be responsible to
the legislative branch."
it goes on and says:

That is the first part.

"The legislative branch is to be

elected by universal and equal suffrage, etc."

I think

some kind of difference is there between the two.
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the election of the legislative

brdnch, namely universal and equal suffrage.

The first

part with reference to the election of the executive
branch, simply stipulates that the executive branch should
be elected, but it doesn't say how or by whom, and I think
that is a material difference.

I beg to differ from Mr

Ruppel's interpretation where he says that paragraph 4,
which says "the electoral system will be consistent with
the principles in A.l above" seems to suggest that since
under part A it is stipulated that the election will be on
the basis of universal adult suffrage, every adult Namibian
will be eligible to vote, that therefore the same, by
necessary implication, applies to the election of the executive.

I think it is the exact opposite, in the sense
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that part A relates to the election of the constituent
assembly, which, to all intents and purposes, is the equivalent of our legislature for the future and not the executive branch of government.

So, that to me, reinforces my

own suspicion that maybe the fact that part B, paragraph 3,
in reference to the elected executive branch did not specify as it did with the legislative branch, maybe that
implied that some other mode of electing was contemplated.
That brings me to the point to whether it should be a
direct election or not.
The more I listen to the honourable members here, the
more I get convinced that maybe we should try some other

-~~~ons

for saying so.

The first one is implicit in what

was said by Mr Angula but in a different context, where he
spoke of this concept, notion of a popular electorate, that
the people can actually get it all wrong.

The voters can

just simply put the wrong person in the job and this job
happens to be the number one job in the whole country.
Assuming, as I think we should, that they can really go
wrong and go for,

as it was said, a popular illiterate, the

Hitler of our times, for instance, then obviously we would
want to readdress that situation by having a more representative organ which is elected in an equally democratic
fashion,

i.e. the legislature ...

MR HAMUTENYA:

MR RUKORO:

By the same illiterates?

Even if I should concede the argument, we will
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not be dealing with one, we would be dealing with 72 of
these people, and maybe two is better than one.

So, what I

am trying to say is that if a mistake is to be made, it is
most likely that it will be a severe one, a serious one if
it is made by a representative body such as the National
Assembly or parliament than it would have been the case
otherwise.
The second argument for opting for ••• is also to take
care of the real problem advocated in a different context
by Mr Hamutenya when he said what about the situation when
we are going to have a president, a very popular president
elected by virtue of his own nopularity by the people, but
.-:
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and
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so to sneak, he is forced

to rely on his enemies both for cabinet and legislative
functions to carry on his legislative programme.

So, to

avoid that situation where you have a president being someone other than the leader of the majority party, I thought
that the best way will be to have a situation whereby the
president will de facto be the person who is the de facto
leader of the majority party, and that situation can be
brought about by letting parliament elect the president.
If, as we have now, one party as a clear-cut majority, then
the leader of that party necessarily will have to be confirmed by parliament as president and that solves your
problem.

If there is no party with a clear-cut majority,

then obviously the parties that are going to constitute
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some kind of coalition will agree amongst themselves who
they are going to support as the presidential candidate,
and again their wishes will prevail in the legislature.
Therefore you will end up having, whoever is the president
is also the effective leader of the ruling coalition or the
majority party, and you will not have the situation whereby
I am president on this side and I don't have an effective
majority in the legislature, or in cabinet for that matter.
So against this type of argumentation I feel that an
election by parliament is the best compromise in this type
of situation, except that I also feel that, as I argued
yesterday, in order to nreserve the dignity of the presi-

the president

el.ec~ed

~y

p~rliamert

should not be part of

the legislature, he should be outside of parliament.

So,

with that qualification, for the time-being at any rate,
until force of argument brings me to other considerations,
I will stand for parliamentary elected president, but who
is not part of the legislature.
DR TJIRIANGE:

I was about to suggest something, but after

hearing this.

I was about to suggest that we have heard so

much and we should adopt the formulation by Nahas, but
maybe the debate is still continuing.

I thought we were at

the end.
I will just say a few things in view of the contribution of Mr Rukoro.

It is interesting, we are sitting

here having been elected by our parties who have been elec-
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ted by the people of this country, and we don't question
so, they must have

the results because we are seated here.

also made a wrong decision because they are literates.

We

may go back to the gallery and tell the people "you have
elected us, fine, but we don't want to give you the right
to elect the president because you may not have the capacity to make a good decision."

We are talking about the

mandate given by the same people.

So, I see a contradic-

tion here.
Ladies and gentlemen, I think we have debated enough.
There is nobody who can add new ideas to_this debate, we
just have to take a decision.
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talking about democracy
conclusion.
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We are for the direct elec-
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1\'e have been

Let us carry it to its final

Let the people decide for themselves whom they

want as their president.

We are asking no more, no less,

we just want democracy to prevail.
their own leader.

Let the people find

This is what we are requesting and I

think all of us are democrats here and we cannot afford to
frustrate democracy.
MR MUDGE:

I agree with the honourable member that I think

this discussion and all the arguments are more or less exhausted now, and I am convinced that I will not even in
this last contribution or intervention from my side be able
to persuade the majority.
changed my mind.

It doesn't mean that I have

I also agree, and I am sure I represent
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my party, that we are in favour of a president being
elected by parliament.

We will reserve our right to speak

in the Assembly as far as this point is concerned.
democrats, of course, we will accept the outcome.

As
But Mr

Chairman, because the records of this Assembly and this
Committee will become very important in future,
briefly and to the point make

~

I will very

few remarks for the record.

First of all, our party proposed a ceremonial president.
We have accepted an executive president, because what we
have now and will have will not be a ceremonial president,
there is no doubt about that.
of restrictions.

You have agreed on a number

When you go back and look at

th~

draft,

. you. might
the~,

call

clipping of the

wi~gs

of the president, mainly

boils down to the confirmation of a small
pointments.

numb~r

of ap-

I don't think for the rest that we have really

clipped his wings.

On the other hand, I also want to put

on record that our party wants the government, the ruling
party and the president to rule effectively.

So, in a way

we are happy that the majority is such that the government'
can rule effectively, otherwise it could have been a problem.
I further want to put on record that as far as I am
concerned, the president, as it is now being formulated in
this draft, derives his power and functions from the constitut~on

and not from the people directly.

In whatever ·

way he is elected, as far as I am concerned, he derives his
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power and functions in terms of the constitution.

In terms

of the 1982 Principles - and I would want to be assured
that we have met that principle in the constitution - the
president will be responsible to the legislative authority.
In other words, he will in terms of B.3 be accountable to
parliament and I want to be sure, and I think we must make
sure, that this is in fact the case that he is responsible
to the legislative branch.
The way in which the president is elected, as far as I
am concerned - and I have made this point already - will in
no way influence his powers, because as already said, he
derives his powers from the constitution and not from the
r
b~
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it is said in the lS82 Principles he will be responsible to
the legislative branch.

I am not going to repeat what the

honourable member Rukoro has said in a very articulate
manner, on which I must congratulate him, without emotion,
purely looking at the legal arguments.
What worries me a little, and this was asked by the
honourable member Mr Angula, and he replied to that himself:

If it is true that the way in which the president is

elected is not going to make a difference as far as his
responsibilities

a~e

concerned, why did we then insist that

he must be elected by parliament?

The words used by the

honourable member fall into the category of those remarks
which sometimes makes us worry a little, when he said that

- 81 he will get his power from the people and he will derive
his power from the people, without explaining exactly what
that means, and I don't want this opportunity to go by
without making the statement:

If that means that the way

in which he is elected will give him more power than when
he is elected by parliament, then I will be very much concerned.
I will conclude.

I think that we have come together

in a spirit of co-operation and goodwill, we have a tremendous responsibility towards future generations and for that
reason it was necessary that we discuss these issues, properly discuss them without fear, without
!=-
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to exf·Jt:lre

-.;ere wrong.

For that reason I thought it necessary to put these things
on record.

I therefore only have one last outstanding

question to the meeting and to the lawyers and this is
whether we have complied in every way with the principles
for a constitution for an independent Namibia in so far as
the executive branch will be responsible to the legislative
branch.
MRS

Thank you.

ITHANA:

Right from the beginning of our deliberations

we adopted a slogan that used to be sung in the first few
weeks of our meeting, the spirit of give and take, and in
order to implement that and get the fruits of what we were
talking about, we identified areas of differences, and then
in that spirit of give and take we kept giving and taking.
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This is where we are now, it is the beginning of where we
started giving and taking.

Does it mean that we are going

to give back what we have taken and take back what we have
given or what does it mean?

I know we can take the ques-

tion to the House, we can talk there, but I am talking in
Where are we?

terms of our work here.

We have started

taking with the left hand, what we have given with the
Is there going to be a procedure that those

right hand.

who received is going to say thank you or those ones will
say "yes, you are good guys, so you can have everything the
way you want it'?"
of what

I

are doing

~e

am trying to question the implications
~ow.

t<1ink £.com

~ L' . . .

beginning

I

reserved my

pcsi~ion

as

f~r

about universal suffrage was concerned.

~~

~y

~-

)

standpoint

So in principle

there is no difference for me whether the president is
elected directly or indirectly, it is the same electorate,
so to me it is only a question of advantages or disadvantages and as far as that is concerned, I want to support
the ideas expressed here by honourable member Mr Rukoro,
just to put my point of view on record.
MR

ANGULA~

Mr Chairman, first of all

rect the record,
Mr Mudge.

I

would like ta cor-

I have been understood out of context by

The emphasis, as far as the election of the

president by universal suffrage is concerned, is to say
that the president will embody the hopes and aspirations of
the community he is going to rule.

In other words, through
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direct elections one will be able to ascertain that the
president has the support of the majority and therefore
that election is actually a national consensus.

That is

the spirit I was going to inject into my argument as far as
the direct election of the president is concerned.

I

did

say that since he is elected by the people, any group of
people can come to the president and say "do this, do that
outside the constitution."

Of course the constitution

remains the supreme law of the land.

That is obvious, that

is understood by everybody and it was me yesterday who reminded this House of the first article, that the function

of

~he

oresident
:.~"!C

he·..; I

ca.rt

~I~

~ust

be to defend th2 constitution, to
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i:nal
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.... - taken out o£ con text-..
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Let me now come to the practical problem which is conveniently ignored even by the lawyers or those who claim to
be legal minds.

We have agreed here, however we can twist

and turn the arguments or the reading of the 1982 Principles, that the elections of the Assembly will be by party
list.

That means that people who are going to be in the

Assembly are not elected as individuals to that Assembly.
People elect parties and in fact,

if you are saying that

the president must be elected by the Assembly, you are
saying that the president must be elected by parties.

Why

wait to go through the motion of elections in order to
elect the president, you can just summon those parties to
come and elect the president.

That does not make sense.
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If we elect the Assembly by proportional representation,
party list, the head of state should be elected otherwise.
Otherwise it will be indirect all the way up to the top of
the government.
gates?

Does that really show us to be good dele-

To me it is actually a mockery of democracy.

If we

come to the National Assembly, not elected by the people
but the people elected our parties and we assume that we
are more wise and intelligent to elect the president on
behalf of them, simply because you happen to be literate, I
think it is a mockery of democracy.

We have to add other

ways of electing the head of state if we are going to conti~ue

to

~lect

ourselves through proportional

r~presenta-

c ..

tional representation party list so that w2 are elected '
our own merits as individuals, winner-take-all.
be better democracy.

That will

Then you claim that people elected me

to represent them and I can elect the president.

But the

people elected parties, parties put up their lists of
people, some of them are not even known, they come to parliament, they come and sit down and keep quiet, probably
there are those who are illiterate and they start electing
the president.

I think this is a mockery.

So, we have only one or two decisions to make.

Either

we go to people as individuals and be elected to the National Assembly and we can say we can elect the president
because the people elected us as individuals, they know my
capacity and my competence.

But people elected parties.
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The party has a lot of money or a lot of newspapers or has
access to radio and TV or has more farmers with farm
labourers on it, it can get elected.
I thought we have reached a point where we

MR GURIRAB:

admitted we have covered this ground many times before.
Nothing that could be said at this hour could convince anybody.

Attempts were made to suggest different formulae for
Naturally, as in all other

the election of the president.

human endeavours, the final verdict of who is right or
wrong will rest with history and future generations.

We

should face up to what we have now and make a decision here
at th? level of the
t t-: e

ccmmit~ee
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and if need be, tak? the

~i·J:J_::..

c.... ~~--

·-·../lt~1
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argument- there should that be the final daciaion of

th~,

committee that we would be saying, some of us, in the pleniary and again this case was made, it was good for us to
be elected by people sometimes characterised as being illiterate, capable of making mistakes, even enmasse and to
say to them, it was good for you to elect us as members of
the Constituent Assembly, now we don't trust you to be
capable of making a judgment to elect the president. I know
I will not be saying that, but I will be very much delighted to listen to that kind of case being made.
Basically I want to help us by forcing us to make a
decision now.
CHAIRMAN:

Yes, the Chair, of course, is punished not to

say what he wants to say, but it reminds me of yesterday's
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suggestion by honourable Dirk Mudge that we must first look
at the other checks in order to see whether we have put in
enough checks on the president, and I think we spent time
I remember that

on that, not only now but in the past.

there was some kind of compromise reached to make us move
on when the parties had set positions.

One wanted an exe-

cutive presidency, others wanted this and this and three
We were

areas were agreed upon as material differences.

trying to hammer that out to come to conclusions, so comI am also reminded of what the Western countries

promise.

do at Security Council level.

When Africans will come with

a very, very stron0 draft or Third World countries or Non-

that if you have to amend this, then we will be

~~

a posi-

tion to support this, and after the African or Third World
countries had done that, they still come and veto.

That is

the impression I get here, but I hope I am wrong.
MR MUDGE:

No, we are not doing that.

CHAIRMAN:

If that is the case, I am now putting this ques-

tion that we say that the president is going to be elected
direct or indirectly.
DR TJIRIANGE:

That is your decision to make.

I move again that we adopt the proposal of

Mr Angula.
MEMBER:

Seconded.

MR RUKORO:

I think consistent with our rules we do not

allow voting at this stage in committee.

What happens is

that when it becomes clear that the majority of the par-
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ticipants are for a particular viewpoint, that becomes the
decision.

Those of us who disagree with it register our

reservations and we go on.
CHAIRMAN:

So, it is decided the president will be elected

by direct vote by the masses, but he is accountable to
parliament.
BUSINESS SUSPENDED
BUSINESS RESUMED
CHAIRMAN:

We now go to the legislature.

ADV CHASKALSON:

Can we have an instruction for our draft-

ing in regard to the election of the president as to certain matters which would go into the constitution?
~

an0tn2r
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electi~~
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be held at that
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----:£ j_ . :c,

mome~t

or will

d
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t~e

First

~~me

apply as was decided with the first election,

namely that someone will take the place of the president
and fill that office until the expiry of the five years
when the president and the parliament will resign and be
re-elected together?
CHAIRMAN:

We have to give the procedure how to elect time.

If the president dies or resigns within three months, there
must be a fresh election, so we have to decide on that.
MR RUPPEL:

Ninety days.

PROF WIECHERS:

The question really is, if it should be

decided that there will be direct elections and the president in his first term office, would that subsequent election then be direct or again through the National Assembly?
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CHAIRMAN:

You mean within the transitional period?

MR MUDGE:

That was agreed.

ADV CHASKALSON:

But we don't know what is to happen if

there is to be a direct election.

That is what we now have

to put into our draft constitution.
CHAIRMAN:

What I thought is that starting from this year,

for the next five years, if the president were to die, then
the Assembly will again elect.

In the first term the

president is elected direct and if he dies, we will have to
put the time, within three months time, or within one
month's time there should be fresh elections held.
If the

ti~c,

elP-~ions

of the president

he will then be e:ected for the

~c~~i~er

~~d

th~

ot

term.
MR RUKORO: Why do you need fresh elections when there is
provision for succession?
MR RUPPEL:

That is somebody who fills the position just as

a caretaker because he is not directly elected by the
people.
CHAIRMAN:

In America it is different because both the

president and vice are elected on the same ticket.

There-

fore the vice-president takes over immediately, but here
there are no elections.
ADV CHASKALSON:

I think we got what you want. It will be

for the same term as the president and parliament.

Then

there is one other thing that we need and that is, is the
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president, when elected, assuming that there are several
candidates, not just two, half a dozen candidates, is the
president required to get more than a certain percentage of
votes in order to be elected?
CHAIRMAN:

51%.

MR MUDGE:

That is not the only thing that must be decided.

If that decision that the president be elected directly
comes into force,

there will have to be more provisions in

the constitution.
ADV CHASKALSON:

There can be an electoral law, we need not

to define constiutionally how much.
votes, the
ma t t

~
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You told us 51% of the
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t~•is

co~stitutio~al

e i ...

ir:1plies,

if for the

first round the president is elected directly and doesn't
get 51%, there must be new elections?
ADV CHASKALSON:

There will be some mechanisms for round

-off elections which will be specified in your electoral
act.
MR MUDGE:

But the basic things must be in the constitu-

tion.
MR BESSINGER:

To expect for one person to get 51%, means

the other 49% is split between four.
MR STABY:

It is a heavy load.

But what happens if none of the candidates gets

a majority?
CHAIRMAN:
remains.

Round-off, eliminate others until only two
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I would suggest a situation whereby,

say we are five,

let's

and then I get more and you less, then

there is a third and a fourth one.

The ones who get less

are eliminated and the other two who got more then stand
and whoever wins becomes the president.
MR STABY:

This morning we were terribly concerned about

the cost of government if we increase it by nominated members of whatever,
off elections.
tions.

and now all of a sudden we agree to round

We could have three or four round-off elec-

Where is it going to end?

CHAIRMAN:

Is the government going to fund the elections?

MR STABY:

With the tax-payer's money.

•

• •
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e2.ections are goin'1 to b?

fu::de·-~

by the tax-payer.

The par-tlES must fund it as we have been doing.
MR STABY:

No,

there is a misunderstanding.

Whatever the

contribution of political parties to election campaigns and
that sort of thing, government still has to create the
machinery in order to hold an election, that costs money,
and my concern is mainly about that.

I am also concerned

about the . . . . . in terms of national acceptance.

I have

accepted democracy as an expensive exercise, but let's not
go overboard with it.

That is my feeling.

Perhaps you

will have to rule me out of order, but might it not be a
better suggestion if we take some time to consider all
these implications, the president in the first term dying
or being incapacitated and having to be replaced and in the
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subsequent terms, we may have the situation where the
president is elected for three months or something and then
we follow it up with another presidential election.

I

don't want to waste time, but the only thing that I want to
do is to illustrate to you that I think we are glossing
over something which is terribly important, and couldn't we
appoint a commission or something to look into this question?
MR ANGULA:

Yes, for every decision we are taking here

there is a price, that is for sure.

There are financial

implications for every decision taken here.

Even if we say

that we are qoinq to impeach the president, you will have
._

~3

.... -.

tances, transport problems.

But that is after five years,

it is not a recurrent cost.

After every five years.

so,

at leas that is not considering the importancy of the position.

Perhaps that is a sacrifice the country will have to

make after every five years.
MR STABY:

That I accept, I am referring to round-off elec-

tions.
MR ANGULA:

Yes, I am referring to the election of the

president, because like in America for instance you have
primaries, and then they go through the whole thing until
such a time as the caucusses elect their people.

So, there

is a price, but that is after every five years.
DR TJIRIANGE:

I don't know whether that was

a~cepted

or

-

not, this 51%.
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Maybe we could just say that, for example,

there are three people and one gets more than the other
three, then it should end there, because otherwise it will
be very difficult.
MR STABY:

No, he must have a majority.

CHAIRMAN:

Even in Zambia the president must have 51% of

the yes-votes.
DR TJIRIANGE:
MR MUDGE:

He is the only one, it is easy for him.

A decision was taken by majority vote and now we

have to move on.

But I think it is important that we must

also now take another decision and I think there must be a
proposal.
l

whei:'-:er

Although we don't want to write an electoral
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on the basic things we must reach an agreement as we!l. I
think we cannot just say it must be elected by direct vote,
fullstop.

I think it is also important that in the con-

stitution, as is the case with all the other elected officers, there must be some provisions made.

Maybe we could

get, even if it is not now, later maybe get a proposal that
we include in the constitution should this finally be accepted.
ADV CHASKALSON:

I think it is enough if we know these

things which we are asking now.

You told us 51% of the

votes, we have been told that the election should be for
the remainder of the term if the president dies in office,
not the first president, not the first five years.

The
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last think which I think we would need it nomination.

Is

it to be a nomination by parties or is it to be nomination
by individuals, and if so, how many people can nominate?
That needs to be put in the constitution, the right to
stand as a president.
MR HAMUTENYA:

If I may venture a response to Mr Chaska!-

son, I think we can say that nomination should come from
parties.

We are a multi-party democracy and the vehicle to

political power will be political parties.

Secondly, I am

not sure about the nominating number that is required.
MEMBER:

A party is a party.

PROF WTF'CHEPS:

The reason whv we ask, it is imoortant, be·-1lC..

r~~-.~-:·

portional representation is very much tied up for the
legislature with party representation, the list-system and
so.

We got from members that for the presidential election

it is the representative of the people and there could be
other bodies, say for instance traditional authorities
putting up their candidates.
principle.
CHAIRMAN:

We just must know about the

It is for you to decide of course.
Parties.

After all, the parliament is elected

on proportional basis and that is a party list.
DR IYAMBO:

I think the lawyers are after a neutral candi-

date, should there be a neutral candidate who wants to
stand for election for presidency, how many independent
candidates?

- 94 MR ANGULA:

We can only resolve that if we can decide that

a party nominates somebody to stand in the election, how
many people the party need on its list to order to be accepted to take part in the elections.

If we can get that

number we can know.
MR STABY:

I must ask you to rule me out of order if I say

something which has been discussed this morning, but as I
understand the situation, it is that the majority of the
delegates to this committee supports the idea of direct
election of the president and there is a minority who
opposes that.

Now we are discussing electoral procedure

related to that particular principle, in other words the
?rl~Cl~i~
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to mak'? any contribution to
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debate, llecau5e ·.ve r.a·Je a

totally different approach to the

~hole

question.

If this

matter is taken to the Assembly and there will be a debate
to be followed by voting at some or other stage, I was
wondering whether there might not be a possibility of a
compromise.

It was mentioned earlier on, right at the

beginning of this debate when we were still meeting in the
other room,

it was suggested by, I think, Mr Mudge that we

determine the election of the president for the first
period and that during this first period we look at the
election of subsequent presidents.

Couldn't we make pro-

vision in our constitution to the effect that a presidential commission be appointed in order to deal with modalities of the election of the president, prepare and submit

- 95 an act to parliament, which act is to be passed by a twothirds majority.

That would give us sufficient time to

investigate all these various things, such as whether the
president is to be nominated by a party, whether it can be
nominated an individual, whether he needs 2 000 signatures,
whether he has to pay a deposito of RlO 000, the same as
the parties, etc., etc., the question of succession, the
question of round-off elections and the cost related thereto.

I just have the uncomfortable feeling that we are

trying to rush through something which in the end, we may,
all of us, be very sorry that we have written it into the
cnr:stitut.ion.

!£ thls

is going to be

app~~cab'~

~n

the

next five years, the electoral law that is going to be
drafted will do the research and so on, so we can cover it
in the electoral law.

It is to cover all those things, as

long as there is a basis for that.
ADV CHASKALSON:

All what we wanted to know was that you

have said party nominations and I think the suggestion was
the signature of a certain number of registered voters.

I

don't know how many it was to be.
MR RUPPEL:

It can be determined by parliament, why not?

PROF WIECHERS:

But the principle there is, is it going to

be party nominations or not?
CHAIRMAN:

That we must know at least.

We are saying it is party nomination, but there

may be an individual who might like to run.

Therefore,
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instead of a party saying "this is my candidate ", we must
also put a number.

The party must provide so many signa-

tures, so that individuals should also raise those signatures.

Then they will qualify too.

We must determine the

number, how many signature.
It is determined by parliament, the principle

MR RUPPEL:

is there, because it will change.

In a hundred years it

might be much more.
PROF WIECHERS:

I don't want to complicate matters, but

there are also two other things.

I take it that the majo-

rity at least feel for a direct election, not through electoral colleges, the primary kind of American system?
I
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Assembly

he is elected apart.

It

wouldn't be the French or the American system where the
directly elected president cannot dissolve?
CHAIRMAN:

Isn't that what we are going to discuss now?

PROF WIECHERS:
MR KATJIUONGUA:
PROF WIECHERS:

But it is in the presidential part there.
It stays, he dissolves it.
So, he can dissolve.

If he is directly

elected, in a directly elected system such as America ...
MR MUDGE:

But the conditions under which he can do that

has been specified.
MR RUPPEL:
tion.

Yes, those are very limited in the constitu-

We discussed it yesterday.

PROF WIECHERS:

As I understand it, it is not so limited.
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The president, under your present chapter, can in his discretion, if there is not effective government dissolve.

In

a presidential system such as America or France there is no
such a power, but if you want it, then we have it.
MR HAMUTENYA:
MR ANGULA:

He dissolves himself also.

No, I thought yesterday we were saying the

government can only be ineffective if for example it cannot
run, there is no budget.

In other words, it is not up to

the president to decide that the government is ineffective,
the president just has to recognise the fact that something has happened and the government is not functioning.
It is not for the prPsident to initiate that action, he

under ..:::::c:u-:l:.nq.
MR Bih';:

I just want some clarification.

There was a

suggestion by Mr Ruppel that the manner in which the president has to be elected has been left to parliament.

If

that is correct •..
MEMBERS:
MR BIWA:

No.
Because we are very particular about the manner

in which the president is elected, because our position is
that there must be a very clear description of the manner
before we can agree or disagree on the election of the
president directly.
CHAIRMAN:

That has already been decided, we are going

back.
MR BIWA:

The manner.

- 98 CHAIRMAN:

Yes, manner is a different thing, you are saying

before you can make up your mind.
MR BIWA:

Yes, finally in the Assembly.

I am very much

interested in the manner in which he has to be elected, the
procedures to be followed.

That, to my understanding, has

been referred to the parliament.
CHAIRMAN:

No, we are still debating that whether it is

going to be an act of parliament to set up the electoral
law.

We thought that was a way out.

MR BIWA:

I am a bit worried there, because that man is so

important to us, and even if the parliament will not be
having the power to veto that
1 ;::;

by
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therefore I will
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to

~e

d2c_:.ded

at least.

As far as the dissolution of the government is

concerned, I made a note when we discussed article
31(2)(a):

"Then the president shall have the powers sub-

ject to this constitution to dissolve the National Assembly
by proclamation in the circumstances provided for in article 55(1)" - we haven't discussed 55(1) yet - "or if the
government is unable to govern effectively."

At that

point I asked the question, does that mean that the president must also resign,
affirmative.
MR RUPPEL:

and the answer that I was, was yes,

Is that correct or isn't it?
Yes, that is also my note.

CHAIRMAN:

If he is elected directly?

MR MUDGE:

I didn't ask at that stage, I asked the ques-
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tion, must the president also resign under those circumstances and the answer was yes, affirmative.
MR ANGULA:

I was trying to respond to the query by Mr Biwa

about the manner.

I thought this was a question which the

lawyers could deal with, first nomination instead of the
manner.

We said either the party or independent candidates

but the parliament through legislation will decide how many
nominations to support thit candidates.

Then he said we

are talking about direct elections, if nobody gets 51%,
then we will have to have a second round-off so that somebody gets 51%.
appear,

and peonl2 will have to pick.
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Your name will appear and my name will
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<.vou1d like to b·2 fina-

lised before we agree on the election of the president.
MR ANGULA:

Normally the electoral law tells you when the

election is going to be held, who is going to conduct it,
the deposit,
have,

the number of signatures, how you should be-

these are the kind of things you stipulate in the

electoral law.

So,

left to be resolved.

I don't know of other things that are
I

think the basic issues which the

lawyers asked for are the really important things.
DR TJITENDERO:
tion,

I will respond to honourable Mudge's ques-

and I think the way in which the question was raised

was answered on the basis of a different assumption.

I

think we were discussing then the possibilities of a president who may be elected by parliament and it is only on

- 100 that basis where he can dissolve the Assembly and in the
process also resign.

We need to be advised, a president

directly elected may not dissolve the Assembly because
there is no relationship there.

There is a relationship

when he is a member of the National Assembly and I think
that question was definitely raised, and we only resolved
the question of elected president under direct elections
this morning and yesterday's must have been under the assumption that it is encompassed in this paper.
MR MUDGE:

Dissolve the National Assembly in terms of

article 55(1) "or if government is unable to govern effectively."
~.: 2.
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govern effectively, why

must only tne Assembly be dissolved?
DR IYAMBO:

I think it is going to be very dangerous if the

parliament is dissolved,

the president is dissolved.

sort of a state of affairs will you have?

What

You don't have a

government, you don't have a head of state, everybody is
apparently in a caretaker-position if the president has to
also dissolve himself in that case.
MR ANGULA:

My understanding of the dissolution as stated

in 31(2)(a) is in relation to article 62, page 48.
my reading.

This is

What will happen is that the National Assembly

will take certain actions or refuse to take certain actions, then because of that refusal the government will not
function.

Then you have no other option than to resolve

- 101 the National Assembly in order to have new elections.
is my reading of this dissolution.

This

Otherwise how must the

president come to the conclusion that the government is not
functioning?
MR RUPPEL:

How does he do it?
As I understood the position, the principle

would be that we have the president and the Assembly trying
to have the same term.

I

think that term was mentioned

when we discussed the first five years of presidencey, the
election will everytime be the same and then it will be
direct elections.

But the underlying understanding, as far

as I got it, was that the president should live for the
same time as any particular parliament, and then if there
.:... -·

~suld

stay po~er
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until the next
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is thcr0.
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provided a time-frame and there we come back always to the
same question of should it be ninety days or should it be
six months.

He can't immediately resign.

Even if every-

thing else goes down the drain, there must still be somebody who carries out executive functions, and surely that
must be the president in our case.
some time-frame.

But there should be

I think the idea of a deadlock in govern-

ment is impossible, it is in the wide sense and there must
be an election for both.
now.

That is how I understood it until

I don't know why there is this misunderstanding.

MR BARNES:

We are not participating because we made our

stand clear on the proposal of the election of the president.

I just want to ask a question:

Is this also appli-

- 102 cable if the president is elected by the people?
CHAIRMAN:
MR RUPPEL:

Direct?

That is the only thing we are discussing now.
That is the underlying idea, unless there are

some other ideas.
MR BARNES:

Even if he is directly by the people, will he

·

also then dissolve the National Assembly?
CHAIRMAN:

That is what Mr Tjiriange answered.

MR HAMUTENYA:

On a point of order.

With all respect to

honourable Barnes, to say that you are not participating
because your proposal was not taken,

is out of order.

are going to come to the second house.

We

Suppose we do not

want to participate because we did not want it?
;.1:-.
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Can he dissolve the National Assembly?

MR KATJIUONGUA:

Yes, if you do it in the French way, he

can dissolve the Assembly on the recommendation of the
prime minister if he says there are problems in the Assembly.

It is a mere formality, but the resignations come

from parliament.
MR MUDGE:

But then he must also resign himself?

MR KATJIUONGUA:
MR MUDGE:

So the prime minister can.

No.

In this case we have decided.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

In this case it is something else, but I

said if he is elected directly, then he doesn't resign.
DR TJITENDERO:

The question we are discussing,

spelled out in article 56 on page 45.

I think,

That is the conti-

is

- 103 nuation of the powers if the president, in a responsible
capacity, as well as the members of the National Assembly
have been dissolved, that they can continue performing
their functions.
PROF WIECHERS:

May I ask a question just to make absolute-

ly sure in my own mind.

It is one thing if he dissolves

the National Assembly and then he is also up for election,
then he can still perform the functions, but if he resigns
or dies, then other people succeed, that is in the constitution.

But it could happen, as I understand, the presi-

dent resigns or dies in office, then there is an election
for the rest of his term-of five years because it coincides
~=:

the

parl~ament,

\...

:-.;_ -:.c t i. -.:::--J.

he dissclves the parliament, he must come

up for re-election and parliament.
MR MUDGE:
CHAIRMAN:
power.

Yes, that is what we have decided.
National Assembly.

Article 43 - legislative

Is this the right title?

MR KATJIUONGUA:

Legislature, that is all right.

Then I

think we should write, instead of National Assembly, because now we are talking about the legislature, we say
National Assembly and the name of the other thing.

Then

there is a first line there which appears in all constitutions which have two chambers, that the Parliament of
Namibia consists of the National Assembly and "it", and I
prefer the word National Council, not Senate.

Then you

- 104 start with maybe article 43, you continue and talk about
National Assembly and specify its powers and when you come
to the next thing,

the other house, then you come to it.

But if you talk about the National Assembly in isolation
from the other house,

then you are going to give a bad im-

pression from the very beginning.
conventionally.

Elsewhere it is done so

That is one point.

The other point which I think we should come to later
when we discuss paragraphs is the way they are organised
here.

You start, for example, with composition and then

you talk other things and on page 48 you start to talk
about the functions,
I
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the: other thing al3o

If it is not, how do we put it here?

MR KATJIUONGUA:

It is part of it, but I don't think it

should duplicate the functions entirely of this other
House.

When we come to that I will try to specify what I

think the major functions are.
MR RUPPEL:
think about.

If the heading is parliament, that one could
If there are two legs to this parliament you

can deal with the two different things.

But to have the

heading "Legislature" and then deal with both houses under
that,

that would be wrong, because we have already decided

beyond any doubt that the second house, National Council or
whatever, should have no legislative functions.

I think

that is as clear as daylight and if we go back to basics

- 105 like this we will really be sitting here by tomorrow
morning.
It is still part of the legislature.

MR MUDGE:

If it

reviews legislation, then it is still part of the legislature.
MRS !THANA:

I

just wanted to propose that maybe before we

start changing here and divert under this chapter, why
don't we start looking into the nature of what brother
Katjiuongua calls "the other thing", so that when we put it
here we know what we are talking about.
MR STABY:
ur-~~a

~s

I don't think that is necessary.
suggesting is
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two is parliament.
CHAIRMAN:

Then we remove "legislature" and say "parlia-

ment."
MR STABY:

I have no problem, except that I will request

our learned friends to somewhere include a definition of
parliament, because we have been using the word parliament.
CHAIRMAN:

Article 43(1), the definition of that.

"The

legislative power of Namibia shall be vested in the National Assembly with the power to pass laws with the assent
of the president."
MR ANGULA:

I suggest we say:

"The legislative power of

Namibia shall be vested in the parliament, which shall
consist of the National Assembly,

the President and the
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"it".
CHAIRMAN:

But how can we agree on something if we don't

know what it is?
MR KATJIUONGUA:

National Council instead of "it".

That

is a proposal.
MR GURIRAB:

Mr Angula's proposal doesn't "jive" with what

the understanding is.

If we are saying that the "it" will

not have legislative competence, we cannot put it on par
with the National Assembly and then continue to say with
the power to pass laws.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
__,

No, take the "pass laws" out and then you

say "1eaisln.tive power."
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ADV CHASK.-\LSON:

Ther8

~s

a definition of parliament in the

definition section, section 119, page 84:

Parliament is

defined as ''wherever it refers to mean the National Assembly and once the House of Review has been constituted,
shall mean the

National Assembly acting, if so required by

this council, subject to the review of the House of
Review."

We can change that definition if you get a dif-

ferent name for it, but it is actually defined here in the
definitions.
CHAIRMAN:

I think here,

just as we did with the presiden-

cy, if we are going to put that "it" in, we must first
discuss its powers.

We must see what it is before we know

whether it belongs there or not.

- 107 PROF WIECHERS:

I

just want to tell the honourable members,

it is one of the questions we always ask our students:

Is

the president or the old governor general or the king or
the queen, are they part of the parliament?
MR HAMUTENYA:
PROF WIECHERS:

No, they are not.
They cannot make laws, only parliament can.

The fact that a president assents or refuses to assent is
not law-making, it is in his head of state capacity to put
the stamp on.

He cannot make a law himself unless parlia-

ment gives him the power to make proclamations, but he is
not formally part of parliament.
DP. TJIRIANGE:

I am still convinced that the reading, as it

bia shall be vested in

~~P

~o~~cn3l

Assembly,

wit~

power to pass laws, etc.," serves the purpose.
problem.

the

There is no

It doesn't cause any problem to anybody, so why

change it?
MR RUKORO:

When we say this second chamber's function is a

review one, to review legislation, that review process, is
that an administrative function activity or is it a legislative function activity?
CHAIRMAN:

We are coming to it because it causes

~onfusion.

It doesn't make laws.
MR RUKORO:

The point is relevant in providing some kind of

definition as to what you mean by "legislative power", because I cannot see how you can say the function of this
second chamber is to review legislation, but you will not
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call it a legislative activity.

But subject of course to

the fact that the second chamber does not veto, block or
permanently frustrate the will of the first chamber, the
only capability of the second chamber is, if they don't
like certain things, to act as a temporary blocking mechanism, but in the end the first chamber must go ahead and do
its job.

But that function of temporary blocking mecha-

nism, that is part of the legislative function of this
house.

So, I detect a certain amount of artificial kind of

distinction when we use the term that review does not include legislative.
CHAIRMAN:

We are looking for the minutes here.
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it is legislative.
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that

Can yuu solve that for me further?

May I ask a question to the lawyers?

We have

not invented the word "legislature", it has an international meaning.

What is it?

PROF WIECHERS:

We are your servants, but I really want to

explain to the honourable members why I think the way it
has been formulated is theoretically very sound.

Legisla-

tive means to make laws of general application. Now what is
said here,

the president must give his assent to legisla-

tion, but laws can only be passed by the National Assembly,
but as an important ingredient of that legislative process
are the review powers of the second house.

So, it is in-

cluded in the legislative process, if you want, but the

109 passing of the law at the end of the day is the function of
the National Assembly.
Is it clear now?

CHAIRMAN:

Can we go to the "thing" now?

MR ANGULA:
CHAIRMAN:

Can we give it a name first?
National Council, for the reason that it

MR KATJIUONGUA:

represents the national geographical regions of the country.

That is not regionalism,

graphic areas of our country.

it is the national geoIt is not tribalism either.

I think I only have five functions for this house as an
idea, functions which, to a certain extent, touch the presidency,
~
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touch the National Assembly and touch the consti-
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Paint
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order,

are
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talking about artlcle 74

and 75 n01.;?
CHAIRMAN:

Article 67.

We must start from the beginning of

National Council, page 52.

The name now is the National

Council.
MR BESSINGER:

Before we proceed, a technical problem with

the name, when we get to municipalities anq that, when
people do a certain job you have to refer to them in a certain way and I consulted with my colleagues to my left and
we said they will be called councillors.

Now when you get

to municipalities •.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

No, members of the National Council, not

councillors.
MR BESSINGER:

No, but will I refer to you as member of the

- 110 member of the National Council?

It is like senator, if you

say senator, you know what you talk about.

When you get to

municipalities, you also have councillors.

How do you dis-

tinguish between the councillors?
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Member of the Municipal Council, that will

be the name for it, MEC.

They have, for example, in Aus-

tria also something similar, "Nasional Rat" and this is the
second house of parliament in Austria.
MR BESSINGER:

You miss what I am saying.

A parlementa-

rian you call a parlmentarian.
MR RUPPEL: Let's go to the issues, we will find a name for
them.
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CHAIRMAiJ:

"Tht::.;_'e .stia.L.:. be a

MR STABY:

I have a problem with that sentence, because it

Natlonal Council."

may be that we will have elections, regional and municipal
elections, hopefully before the first five year period has
elapsed.

Therefore it should be read:

" ... established by

the president in terms of this constitution by proclamation to be made within six months of the first regional
election or municipal election", words to that effect.

If

the legislature agrees to have municipal elections and
regional elections in 1991, in terms of what it says here,
within five years of independence the National Council can
only be established.

You should be able to establish it

within three months after the election.
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It is the same thing, it is covered.

MR HAMUTENYA:

Any

time inbetween.
Then I have misread this.

MR STABY:

But I still think my

question was valid that he must do so within three months
after the election results had been proclaimed.
I think this was said because first there has

DR IYAMBO:

to be this delimitation commission that is going to determine regions before this council is formed.

That is pro-

bably why it is made that it will be after five years, because we have the delimitation commission first to be
nominated, and then to partition the country.
MR HAMUT'SNYA:

It is not after, it is within five years.

is there.
I didn't follow closely what Mr Staby was say-

MR ANGULA:

ing.

Is he saying that the establishment of this council

should happen three months after elections of the regional
assemblies, and those assemblies will be elected after five
years of independence?
MR BIWA:

I also agree with Mr Staby's idea that this thing

as it stands is a bit vague.

I think we need to establish

that time-frame for establishment of this house.

I would

propose that the house be established immediately or in a
specified time after the elections of the regions and the
municipal councils.
MR GURIRAB:

I think I want the formulation as it stands,

"within five years", to allow sufficient latitude for some

i'
I

- 112 of the reasons mentioned.

Apart from delimitation of the

regions, it would also require census for the first time
and I hope the most reliable census ever in the country.
That you can't do in six months' time.
MR HAMUTENYA:

I

sometimes beg and now I detected some mis-

givings, that there is an intention to postpone or delay
the elections of regional councils, municipalities and
these things, but
ly anxious to

g~t

I

think that really everybody is extreme-

there as soon as possible.

So there

should be no doubt in anybody's mind that we don't want to
delay this.

Therefore we feel that five years are suffi-

cient as lonq
r~!E
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we are clear on that.
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saying ''sh2.ll be

Why don't we establish

i~

right

here in the constitution itself and then subject to an act
of parliament for the details of when the elections are
going to be called and stuff like that.

The establishment

should be in this constitution.
MR STABY:

First of all I would agree with honourable

Rukoro, it must be established in the constitution.

Se-

condly, we have to agree on the delimitation commission,
how is it composed, who appoints it and what is its mandate in very broad terms.

We needn't describe the detail

but I think we should deal with the principles.

Then we

must also not only look at the composition and the establishment of it and its mandate, but we must also say

- 113 something about how often does it review the regions, because in the passage of time changes may happen.

There is

a big mine opened at Aroab, which means 5 000 workers and
their families move down to Aroab.

So those are the four

prerequisites.
DR TJIRIANGE:

On a point of order.

rupt the member, but I

I don't want to inter-

think this question does not come in

here, because the delimitation commission is for everything,

including this.

MR PRETORIUS:

Yes,

I must agree with the honourable mem-

ber, because that is only in Part 6, page 69.
MR STABY:

Article 68(1), how many regions?

In fa2t,
frame.

I

was a bit worried about

~~~

~i~e-

Wlthin five years could well mean at the next elec-

tion.
DR TJIRIANGE:

I thought that this council would come into

force only after five years, isn't it?
CHAIRMAN:

No.

DR TJIRIANGE:

I thought that from now on until the next

election there will be only one house.

So therefore this

will only come after the live of this particular assembly
has expired.

If it is this way it means that we are going

to have it even next year.
CHAIRMAN:

We are changing.

That was the famous compro-

mise.
MR BARNES:

Where is that in the minutes?
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CHAIRMAN:

Even honourable Dirk Mudge said, and I quoted

yesterday, why worry about it, it is only going to be.
MR PRETORIUS:

I think the time-limit of five years suits

li

better on page 69 where it deals with the municipalities
and the regions.

'

lj

Within five years there must be a de-

limitation and the necessary elections.

Then we can decide

on another time-frame here.
MR STABY:

f

I am getting thoroughly confused.

Mr Hamutenya

said that local and regional elections should take place as
quickly as possible, which to my mind means that municipalities and regional councils will be established and in the
course of that the Nrttional Council will be established,
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period.
CHAIRMAN:

Can we just go back and make a new decision.

Firstly, when we were discussing these compromises, when we
were discussing the house itself, it was said "why worry
about a thing which is not going to be in being now, it may
only come after the second elections."
minutes.

I was reading the

Let's reopen it and make a new decision.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

I

just want to make a correction there.

don't know what the other people said, first of all it was
about the question of the name.

I never used in my inter-

vention anything called a house of review, I referred to
the second chamber.
on the record.

That is one correction I want to make

I think Mr Rukoro used the word house of

I

- 115 review or maybe Mr Mudge.
CHAIRMAN:

But eventually we took a decision as a house.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

I am not talking about that, maybe the

house, not me, but I thought when I participated in the
discussion about this house, I think I did keep on repeating that if the composition of this house will interfere
with the composition of the current house we have now, this
one, then for me it can .be after five years, because I
thought we would not like to have another national election
now.

But if the composition of this house remains the same

as we have it now, then it means the other second house
doesn't affect the comnsosition of this one.
a.
th~
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composition of

'1'hen it
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tc ~ccom~oda~e tne ether one in

order not to have too many people, then it is a different
matter altogether.
talking.

That was the framework in which I was

Somebody said this was a concession to our Swapo

friends, but I think I talked about it in that sense.
MR MATJILA:

I have been so many times absent and I under-

stand a decision has already been taken that this house
referred to here can only be established after the next
second election, in other words after five years.

Maybe I

am reopening this, you can rule me out of order, but if
that be the case I would honestly want to know why this
council can only become a reality after second elections,
why don't we (indistinct) on it now.
for the future,

six years from now on.

Now it is something
I personally would

-
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never have agreed to this.
MR HAMUTENYA:

Comrade Chairman, you made a very clear

statement that we had agreed to things and when we enumerated everything.

You said if there is anybody who wants

to reopen it, in principle he must know that there was an
agreement.

If he wants to change that agreement, he must

change it now.

Then we make progress, otherwise we are

arguing backwards and forwards like the other day.

Can you

bring us to order along those lines?
MR ANGULA:

Yes, I tend to agree with what honourable

lt.l!

Hidipo has said, that as we go through these things we have
been makinq changes anyway.

Some of them are dispute.
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cut one thing,

tha1:. the estaoll.shment of tLis pu.c:.:...r.:ular house: is cont1ngent to elections taking place at a local level and those
elections to constitute regional councils, is contingent to
that.

Those elections are equally contingent to a series

of thing, delimitation is one of them, census or registration of voters.

So, you have now to look at these things,

whether the time-frame is in order.

I think the five years

is just to tell us that whatever is going to happen should
not go beyond five years.

This is my understanding be-

1:~

cause of these contingencies.
MR BIWA:

Having listened to what honourable Angula had to

say I am wondering if I still have something to say, but
let me just make a statement.

I fully agree with those who

. i!li
i:lt
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are saying that we agreed that this house will come into
Reluctantly I agreed to that,

being only after five years.

realising the cost involved in organising regional elections, municipal elections and the establishment of the
commission.

But since, it seems now, we intend to hold

elections for regions and municipalities next year, I see
no reason why we should postpone it to after five years.
MRS ITHANA:
MR BIWA:

Who said that?

Yes.

Your sources?

The reason why there is a need to hold

elections for the regions and municipal councils is because
there is a need to have new people and new structures for
regions and municipalities, and if that has to take place
this

'•".

coul:l E
quo~e

~··.:::"':

re:;,.d the minutes?

I

am gcinq to

the proponent or this beautiful house that I

belong to.

I

wi~l

This is by honourable Katjiuongua, page 6, the

meeting of 19th December 1989:
"Since it will be impossible to have regional councils
at the time of independence, which in turn will make
it impossible to institute a second chamber, it is
proposed that the institution of the second chamber
must come about within a fixed number of years after
independence.

We talked yesterday of five years, I

don't know whether we will stick to that or not, but
you have to fix a time when this thing will come into
operation."
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Thank you, so I am within five years, Mr

- 118 Hamutenya.
CHAIRMAN:

Five years after independence.
Leave it as it is.

Are we agreed on that?

Thank you.
MR MATJILA:

I was going to suggest that within 18 months

from the date of independence.
DR TJITENDERO:

Now that we have agreed I am willing to

proceed.
MR STABY:

Article 68(1).

I was talking about the delimi-

tation commission and the honourable member Mr Pretorius
referred me to 93(1) and I quickly had a look at Part 6,
Local Government,

and I couldn't find anything about the

delimitation commission.
a
be
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that means

It only says there on page 69,
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and municipalities as may be determined and defined by
law."

I have no problem with that, but I have a problem

with the establishment of the delimitation commission, and
I want to repeat my request that we establish this delimitation commission, that we determine its composition in
principle, that we determine its appointment,
and its tenure,
that.

time of office, its life.

I am not quite certain,

its mandate

We have to do

it says here:

"The House of

Review shall consist of two members from each region referred to in article 93(1) ."

There is no region really

mentioned here, we don't know how many.
limitation commission decides that,

What if the de-

for argument sake,

I
fifteen regions
council

~ill

~ould be
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appropriate?

Then the National

pres umab 1 y consist of 30 members •

~

I

Is it

\\ . .
Is i t \

should address my question at our learned friend•·
necessarY to determine the exact number of regions?

necessarY to stipulate a minimum or maximum and relating to
the number of members of the National council it
ridiculous if

~e

have

t~o

regions

~ill

~ith t~o members

be

and call

~ould

----------------------~~-----------------------------~e
t~entY
t~o

that a National council·
ridiculOUS if

BY the same token it

have

regions and

members and

I think we must

N~~·
~hen

c~

then 40 members in the
tro constitntion quide legislature
'

.

-
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. . . -~-~1 --

be

actuallY

'
.:;J
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spent a

the president and the election of the legislature.

~e must

determine the principles as far as the election of
we can't just saY tha·

~ill
unless ~e accept

the electoral college is concerned.
municipalities
elect the members of the electoral col
lege,

- and if

~e do

so I reckon

~e

shoul

~ill have a rot of municipa
verY fe~. ~hich means that th

say so - that certain regions
lities and others

~ill

have

electoral college for one region maY consist of 60 peoplE
I

am not quite sure whether thi

and the other one of 6.
is the intention.

The last point that I

~ant

to make is the definiti<

If we· go in terms of the definition

~hich

of municipalities.

is applicable legallY in thiS countrY at this poi

in time -

~hich

I am not sure

~e

should do - then I am
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so sure whether in the northern regions there are any municipalities.

So, we must address our minds to that as well.

I am sure this is not the intention.

We must talk about

whether it is village management boards or councils or
something.
fashion.

It has to be circumscribed in some or other
Perhaps our learned friends could give us some

guidance.
DR TJIRIANGE:

I

The problems that are worrying the honour-

able Staby and the confusions that he has are shared by me.
The whole problem with this arrangement is that we are trying to tie two different things to one system.
paliti~?
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municipalit1es will be determined by other considerations.
So, therefore,

the election of this house cannot be tied to

the considerations of those organs.

Now we are tying two

different considerations with two different functions to
one system of elections and that brings a lot of difficulties.

When the delimitation committee sits, trying to

slice the country into pieces in order to carry out the
elections to the local government organs, it will be con111

sidering many other things that are relative to the local
'

government structures.
regions or less.

i

We may end up by having numerous

So, we cannot say now that we shall have

25 members of the council, because the regions may be more
or less.

So we are tying two different things altogether.

I
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thing.

Unless we have to find another consideration for

electing these people.

So, I think maybe the proponent of

this, who is honourable Katjiuongua, may again throw light
as to how he really envisages this system to work.

But it

is more confusing than anything.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
MR ANGULA:

Don't be so negative.

I first want to respond to the queries by

honourable Mr Staby, first on the delimitation commission.
The delimitation commission would have existed in any case,
whether you are going to have the National Council or not,
because the country has to be divided in administrative
units which are conversant with the present situation and
that type of thing, taking into consideration a number a
things, development, policies, justice, perhaps schools.
The delimitation commission would have come into being in
any case.
tution,

Whether we have to mention that in the consti-

I have no problem, you can mention that there will

be a delimitation commission to divide the country into
administrative units.

You can mention that. My problem

is \
where it comes to the composition, how many members will be
I

there or its terms of reference.

We have too many things

in this constitution, things like advisory council, review
committee, a constitutional something to review whether you
are within the constitution with the laws you are making,
but we did not define the detail as as to how many people
can vote and those kind of things.

so, I think it will not

- 122 be consistent to pick out one particular committee and
define it in detail while leaving others just in broad
outline.

But the delimitation commission is supposed to be

there, and in order to do that kind of thing there must be
a law saying that the parliament hereby establishes the
delimitation commission

to do the following within this

prescribed time-period.

They can't just go around the
~--.---~--------------------~~--~---------

country, delimitating the country without an enanbling act.
There must be an enabling act somewhere.
;:;..=-

When it comes to the establishment of this National
Council, I

was consulting the chief proponent of this idea,

which still remains a bit mysterious to me, but he explained to me that the regional council members will be representatives of regions.

I was trying to find out the

difference between regional representatives and people in
the National Assembly.

He said the National Assembly peo-

ple are representatives of the people, these are representatives for regions, which means they will be elected by
regional councils, constituting themselves into electoral
colleges.

This was my understanding.

Unless you say that

the regional councils are made up of the municipal representatives, the municipalities don't come in.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
MR ANGULA:
cils.

They come in.

No, it depends how you elect the regional coun-

If the regional councils are a conglomeration of

people representing communes, villages and municipalities,
then fine.

But if regional councils are things elected in

I
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many candidates and they are elected accordingly, then that
is a different thing.

So, that we have to decide, I don't

know exactly.
I think therefore that the question of how these people
are going to be elected, if they are going to be representatives of regions, logically they are going to be elected
by regional councils, constituting themselves into electoral colleges, to my logic.

That is how it should happen

if they are regional representatives.

Being regional re-

presentative and elected by the regional councils, actually
their responsibilities are with regions.

They don't have

national responsibilities, they are regional representatives, they are accountable to the councils.
cils dissolve, they also dissolve.

If the coun-

So, we have to esta-

blish the mechanisms.

MR HAMUTENYA:

I wanted to make exactly the same point, so

I am going to withdraw.

MR MATJILA:

I was also worried about this point number one

and I was going to suggest whether the wording shouldn't be
changed to make it read:

"The National Council shall con-

sist of such members as shall be determined by the .number
of regions demarcated by the Commission", something in that
vein.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

I think there is a bit of confusion here.

It is one thing when I talk about the composition of the
National Council.

The National Council is elected by an

\
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The regional councils themselves are elected by the people
who normally reside in those regions.
two different things.

So I think these are

Secondly I agree with Mr Staby that

at least we should put the time-table again for the demarcation commission to commence with its work just after in-

I 111
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dependence, whether within three months or one year, what-

i
!

ever the case might be, but I think we should determine
that.

Then I think a commission like that one can be given

terms of reference.

I think when I said last time, I said

- with respect to what Mr Staby is saying - that we can put

-------

the minimum and the maximum regions that we would like to
see, then we don't have a duplication of the house we have

·-

now, that the idea is to separate these two houses by way

of election and to a certain extent by way of their functions so that they don't become the same thing.
a waste of time.

Then it is

I said this house represents our people

in their numbers in the country,

just like the House of

Representatives does in the United States.

The Senate of

the United States, just like this National Council, represents the national geographic areas of the country.
Then, after determining the time-frame for this thing,
we can have ways to start, to be appointed, because you
must have an idea, it cannot
that,

j~st

be left in the air like

the demarcation commission.

things are done by judges.

I think normally these

Then I think we must give them
~--

-------------

----

-----

as a frame of reference certain basic things to which they

~I!

'"'I
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!
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When you are talking about

economic viability, real and potential, there is no point
to put up an artificial area which cannot function as a
potential and real economic viability.

Is it able to at-

tract investments, able to attract tourists and things like
that.

Why I am saying so, I want the regions to have a

certain degree of economic viability so that even a subsidy
from the central government is only a contribution but not
a total subsidising.

The population numbers:

There is no

point to make a place having maybe 10 000 people a region,
it doesn't work that way.
tant.

So, the numbers are also impor-

You can take cultural factors.

For example, I was

told by one of my headmen that Kaokoland and the Ongandjera
area have many ties of intermarriage and relationships.
What I am trying to say, maybe sometimes cultural factors
may play in when you place people together.

I understand

the ties between a lot of people in our country.

That is

why the regions for me are not ethnic, they are geographical areas.

It is not tribalism.

There are many other

things which we think should serve as a frame of reference
for a commission like that one.
All what I can say later is simply when we come to the
functions

because I want to allay the fears of my brother,

Mr Angula - we had a little talk over lunchtime - that I
don't have in mind that this thing should be a sabotage for
the other house.

It should rather be a complement in the

separation and checks and balances. They should not do

,

II
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our context it will be seen as delaying the process.

I

think even the word "delaying" should be taken out, it
sounds negative, as if you put brakes.

We should try to

look at this thing in a very positive way, and my idea at
the bottom of the whole thing is the whole issue of nationa! integration, to try to avoid tendencies of break-ups
and sections and tribalism and these things, so that people will feel they are part of the wider family.
MR RUPPEL:

I think it is on the one hand important to

state problems, but we must at the same time try to resolve
them.

If there is confusion it is bad enough, but let's

try and solve them.

I think one thing is clear, Swapo's

position was that we don't want the second house or any-

i

thing which is annexed or working in tandem with the par-

I

liament which is there to make laws, but in principle there
is agreement that there should be the two houses.

So, once

•

that has been cleared we can now look at where we can meet
each other about details, and I suggest that we look in a
concrete fashion to the various items which we must deal
with, and I am doing this now.

I may leave out some, but I

think that for the purposes of determining the regions, I
would suggest that delimitation commission is set up under
an act of parliament within twelve months after independence.

That is just to set up the first step in this.

must do something.
MEMBER:

Six months.

We

I ,
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By the time you introduce the act in parlia-

ment, first reading, second reading, then you run around to
find the people, it cannot be done in six months.
DR TJITENDERO:

If we can do the constitution in two

months' time, why not?
CHAIRMAN:

Okay, within six months.

MR RUPPEL:

Then I suggest that provide a mechanism to get

these persons who are these councillors into the council,
we say that the regional councils, for purposes of providing this mechanism, will be employed as electoral colleges.

What do these regions look like?

be geographically regions,
the number-system.

We say they will

just to make them different from

I think that should be clear, in prin-

ciple on a regional criterium.

Then the number of regions.

I think we should provide flexibility.

I would suggest

between six and nine as a low and high water mark.
must be some flexibility.

There

Then how many candidates per

~-----------------

region, let's say two, and the electoral colleges will
despatch the candidates who received the majority of votes
and the next one following.

It provides for a good mix-

ture if there is some political majority.
' !:

MR ANGULA:

By secret ballot?

MR RUPPEL:

Obviously by secret ballot.

determined in the electoral act.

That will be

If that is clear, then we

look at the functions.
CHAIRMAN:

Let's first stop there.

That is a very con-

structive beginning, we go by that now.

No more going
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Firstly, for the lawyers' sake, we said that we are

establishing it in the constitution now, not legislation
later on.
ADV CHASKALSON:

I have a note of that.

It is going to

require consequencial amendments because we talked about
the role of the House of Review when it is established.
Now again you have it established before it functions.

But

I am sure we can adjust that.
CHAIRMAN:

Then honourable Ruppel moved us further by try-

ing to give us the composition.

We are at article 68,

composition of the National Council.

If you can approve on

it or accept that we will make progress.
MR STABY:

No problem, I just want to point out that the

delimitation commission has extremely important work to do
and in very many instances also very sensitive work.

So, I

would suggest that it be established in the constitution
with words to the effect:

"There shall be established a

delimitation commission for the purposes of establishing
between six and twelve regions" - I would like to adjust
that to give them a bit more scope.

"The delimitation

commission is an independent, impartial commission, accountable at all times to the president and the cabinet."
CHAIRMAN:

Could I just as two questions.

This is going to

be regional, but are we going to have regions in a desert
with no people there?

So there will be a need for census

and then to decide how many people must constitute a region.

You cannot establish a regional committee in the

I
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desert.

So, the first question I am asking, is there going to be a
census?
MEMBERS:
CHAIRMAN:

Yes.
So, if there is going to be a census, do you

know how long it takes to do a census?
MR PRETORIUS:
DR TJITENDERO:

A few years.
I am not in favour of stating very elabo-

rate conditions on regional institutions in the constitution, because in a developing country like ours, the most
rapid changes will take place, and does it mean that everytime there is a change, there is a growth, that we have to
come to the constitution to accommodate those changes?

--------------

If

we state it as a principle in the constitution that administrative structures could be worked out administratively or by act of parliament.

So I was more inclined, with-

out going as far as honourable Staby went, with the stating
of the functions and the purposes in the constitution.

But

when we come to the structures we will run into difficulties, because the changes are going to be rapid.
DR TJIRIANGE:

I have the same problem almost with men-

tioning the number of
MR KATJIUONGUA:
DR TJIRIANGE:

reg~ons

here.

It is the maximum and the minimum.
You cannot even do that, because you are

tying a delimitation commission on something that you don't
know.

What if they found out that actually this country

deserves only four regions and you have told them that they

"
.l.:l
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This is an unrealistic proposition,

because there are so many factors which may be for or
against which we don't know now.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I tend to agree with my brother Hidipo on

the question that we should not seem to be dilly-dallying,
delaying this process.

Everything is emotional

~nd

I think

as quickly as we can do these things we can take care of
suspicions.

I think I mentioned a number of things which

could form part of the frame of reference and I also mentioned population figures.

.!

·f

I think even in the absence of

total census, it is approximately possible, as we did with
this election, to tomorrow have an idea that the population
was slightly much more than that and the escalation factor
was about 5% or 10% than was originally estimated.
these things can work in that sense.

So

We don't have to be

very specific to be able to establish the regions at the
enu of the day, unless you want to delay.

Therefore I

think we have roughly an idea and knowledgable people might
find it much easier to have an idea.
northern areas,

If you take our

just take what they used to call Ovambo,

you have an idea more or less of the area, the number of
people and if you want to attach them to other areas of the
~

country, more or less how it will look like.
example:

This is an

Should you divide and say part of the areas of

Ovambo can have two, try to cut them so that they spread
out.

I don't think, when you look at the southern regions,

you will have more than 12 regions, but that we can leave

- 131 to the discretion of these people.

All I am trying to say
----·-----·

is that that does not need a total population census.
What is important here is what Mr Ruppel has said, and
we said the commission must start its work within six
years, but somehow it looks like we are in a hurry, we are
doing something, but if we just write something here, no
time-tables, nothing, and the chairman used to say that you
must have a target date as a pressure on you to get things
done.

If you just leave them open like that, then it just

hangs in the air.

I think it is relative easy, so what is

important in this connection, these things are very technical and for the purpose of the constitution, what is
important, is the functions of this house compared to the
functions of the other house.

That is what is of crucial

importance here, but the rest of these things, I think they
should be done quickly.
MR HAMUTENYA:

A lot of very good points have been made and

this is an important issue on which there is agreements and
misgivings.

I think it will be good if we can proceed at

two levels:

for record-sake clarity on what we want to

achieve and methods of achieving it in detail, if possible,
and then things which must go in the constitution.

Most of

them may not belong in a constitution, but they will still
be recorded here for future reference that this is what we
have agreed on, to separate the two.
I think for the constitution it will be sufficient to
establish a delimitation commission, because it

-
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We agreed on the nature and

method of creating the National Council as outlined by Mr
Ruppel.

I think it was very good.

I do agree with what Mr

Staby said, there should be a latitude of six to twelve
'·~I

regions, but we can leave that to the factual findings of

II

the commission, but at least in principle to give them

'!:1

II.

something to work with.

li

I think that way we will go a long

'1':1

lj

way to achieving our goal.
The other thing, I want to clear the doubts of every-

11

II

body, we are saying that within six months the commission

':!!1

must report its findings.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
MR HAMUTENYA:

No, established.
We are saying that it must be created within

i
!

that period.
CHAIRMAN:

We have established this, now we go to article

69.

MR HAMUTENYA:

I have a problem with (2), I have a problem

with the combination of the regions and the municipalities.
I cannot see how we can combine these two.

I think it

would suffice just to say regional council.

Combining the

region and the municipalities to elect the body, creates
problems and not in principle but in terms of mechanisms. I
need an explanation how that combination works smoothly.
MR STABY:

I will attempt to explain, but in doing so I

must draw your attention to a problem that we have, and
that is that the definition of municipality must be considered in some more detail, what is a municipality and
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delimitation commission to apply its discretion when it
determine regions, because it will have to look at all
sorts of criteria.

I am concerned, because the municipali-

ties may create some terrible problems in future.
As far as the explanation is concerned, the whole idea
of the National Council is to establish a House of Review
on a totally different basis than the legislature is established, the National Assembly.

There are many regional

and, in fact, local problems which need to be addressed in
parliament and that is the reason why we thought it prudent
to give the municipalities, in other words the lowest tier
of government, representation in the highest tier of
government.

That is the whole thought behind it.

The

principle being that government must be accessible to the
people as easily as possible.

There must be the best

possible communication between the people and the government.

We have agreed,

I don't think there anything to

explain as far as the regions are concerned and the rationa! behind that,

I think we have agreed on that basical-

ly.
CHAIRMAN:

If you talk about municipalities added here,

there are no municipalities in any outside, what used to be
known as police zone areas.
MR STABY:

We want them to be included.

CHAIRMAN:

But where?

If you are going to elect, you are

combining the regional council, all municipalities.

Where

'i

t.f
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MR STABY:

Perhaps I could indulge in this as follows:

There are a couple of ways this can be tackled and I think
it must be tackled in legislation, in an act of parliament.
Let us assume there is an area where there are very few
municipalities, the electoral college of that area would
then consist of the elected members of the regional council
and all municipalities.

Let us assume that the regional

council consists of 10 members.

I am not quite sure

whether this is mentioned anywhere in the constitution as
to how many members regional councils shall consist of, but
let's assume for the argument that it shall consist of ten
members.

Then in addition to that the municipalities in

that are only three.

Then the electoral college for that

region would be the representatives of three municipalities
plus the ten elected members and from their number they
would elect two persons to the National Council.

In other

areas you may have the ten members of the regional council
and twenty municipalities.

They would amongst themselves

also elect two members to the National Council.
the way I understand it,

I may be wrong.

That is

The principle is

that nobody should be excluded from the process.
MR ANGULA:

I would like to state here that the patterns of

settlement in this country is very complicated.

In each

region you will find a different type of settlement pattern and social

That should be understood so that

the definition of the word municipality is a pragmatic one.

I'
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To

my view, what is important is that there will be a delimitation commission who will be reading acts.

Regardless of

the number of municipalities in that region, that region is
entitled to establish its own regional authority.

The com-

position of that regional authority we don•t know, it
depends upon the number of people in that region.
is X.

Say it

That X body will now constitute itself in an elec-

toral college to elect people from that region.

It should

be a regional council and not include municipalities,
because that will complex things in certain areas to get
.. ,

I

all these people under one roof.
BUSINESS SUSPENDED

]1:

i

, I

BUSINESS RESUMED:
CHAIRMAN:

Let•s finish this part and then we go to the

functions.
MR STABY:

May I

just ask honourable member Angula a ques-

tion, because I think we are just about there.

If one can

find a wide definition for municipalities which would be
inclusive of certain communities, whatever we want to term
them, village management councils - I am not sure whether
Oshakati is established formally as a municipality, but the
idea is not to exclude anybody.

So if we can find a wide

enough definition for a municipality, will that satisfy the
honourable member or does the member wish to exclude as a
matter of principle municipalities from the electoral college?
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MR ANGULA:

For the purpose of this I think it will be

better and easier to say the electoral college of regional
councils will elect these people.

That solves the whole

problem.
CHAIRMAN:

Agreed.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

Now we go to (3).

I am on (2), people are expressing diffe-

rent views, aren't they?

But I want to say something be-

fore the lawyers say something because there is a

complica~

tion about municipality and I don't want people to get confused because I don't think I am confused, on that point at
:.1

least.

I~

"'

Everywhere you go in the world a region is a wider
area, a municipality is a specialisation in a particular
locality,

just essentially a service organisation, not es-

sentially political in many respects.

Some areas in this

country have municipalities, some don't have.

There are

areas that are on the verge of proclamation as municipal
areas, like Oshakati, Ondangwa, Katima, Khorixas and Rehoboth.

I think there were some arrangements to proclaim

them.

The others, whether you call them county councils or

village councils, I think the Peri-Urban Board or a body of
that nature can still fix these things more or less what
they are.

If you should go to Aminuis, there is no munici-

pality there, but you can cut the area in small areas where
people get organised to provide services for themselves.
You can't organise them all over the place, that becomes a
wider problem.

So, which means within geographical areas

1,,
'1.1

'I
II'11.'·

.I

L
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services.

The problem of the area as a whole and the pro-

blem of those localities together are combined and therefore you have a ''lands ...• ", as called in Sweden, for the
region as a whole and within that you have communes, as
they are referred to.

These are bodies which deal with

different problem areas.

So, therefore I think at the end

of the day the village arrangement has got to be an organised unit.

I left Aminuis back in 1959 and if I go there

today, there is just no organisation, life has gone backwards thirty years in time because of the lack of those
smaller units to deal with specific problem areas.

I think

therefore the combination of geographical areas as regions,
as well as smaller areas within the geographical region as
municipalities to deal with these problems, get society
organised into units.

I do not think we should say just

regional councils alone, but there are several bodies which
are dealing with the work of the population.
MR RUKORO:

I was going to associate myself with the sen-

timents expressed by Mr Angula and maybe add that we are
trying to take cognisance of what my neighbour here has
just said and maybe suggest that for the purposes of the
first National Council we simply go for the more straightforward arrangement of elections on the basis of the residents of a particular region and leave out the sub-units,
whether it is based on municipalities, village councils,
commune councils, etc.

These are things that could be
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over years, because if we go for these things they are
going to delay the entire process.

Therefore I want to say

that the first National Council should simply be elected on
the basis as suggested by Mr Angula.
MR PRETORIUS:

I want to put on record that I have my

doubts whether we can reach an acceptable formula by combining regional councils and municipalities.

It is almost

the same that was proposed and accepted under Judge Hiemstra's Constitutional Council, and I can't see how it can
work in practice, because will we have a constituency basis
or a proportional basis?

If it is proportional, then the

electorate in the municipalities will have a double vote.
I can't see how we can reach an acceptable formula.

I

just

want to put it on record.
MR BARNES:

I thought I would come up with the following

solution to this problem, because I share the views of the
honourable member Mr Pretorius.
the views of Mr Katjiuongua.
ing:

At the same time I share

I would suggest the follow-

Let's accept that the geographical area will have

equal representation in the National Council.

If we agree

that every region will have two representatives in the
National Council,
cond solution:

that is one solution already.

The se-

If there is in region A five municipali-

ties, and out of the five municipalities they nominate one
person and regional council nominates one person to make up
the two, there are still then two members represented in

~:1
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In a region where there are no muSo, I con-

nicipalities, they will still have two members.

cede that where there are municipalities, people will vote
once for the municipality and they will vote once for the
regional council, but thinking of future development, when
a region reaches a stage where there are municipalities,
the emphasis will be on geographical equality in representation in the National Council.

So, I don't think we

should look as much to the complexity where

th~re

are no

municipalities.
MR ANGULA:

On a point of order.

cal things here.

We are arguing theoreti-

What will happen in reality is this:

You

will have regional elections to establish this regional
council.

The little places, communes, counties will have

their own time to elect their own things locally there.
That will take time.
themselves?

When are they going to constitute

The region should do the thing.

ADV CHASKALSON:

I think the decision, as I understand it,

is correct, and that is that it should be the regional
council.

I think there are enormous complications of

trying to include municipalities.

The elections become

complicated, there are difficulties in knowing

ho~

many

people from each municipality and the big municipalities
get more than others.

To try and write it into a constitu-

tion would be almost impossible, and I think the purpose is
served by the regional councils, because they represent
everybody in the region.

140 CHAIRMAN:

Subarticle (3).

DR TJIRIANGE:

It is not a very big problem, but I think

since this National Council is a part of parliament, I
think its election should be determined by an act of parliament.
MR RUPPEL:

I just have one problem with this phrase, at

least 50%.

If it comes to voting this 50% is not a clear

thing.

Is it not better to just say the majority?

It de-

pends on how many persons you have, that you don't work
with percentages if you work with persons.

So one ex-

presses it normally in other terms, like majority.

That is

something one can always deal with.
ADV CHASKALSON:

\

power.

It is a permissive power not an absolute

We didn't know when we were doing this, we were

told to include municipalities, we didn't know what the

!

size of the electoral college was going to be, we thought
~

\()

there might be 40 or 50 people.

You might have five can-

didates and you get the same sort of problem with roundoffs, that the people who become the top two of the list
may on the round-off not be the people commanding the most
support.

So all we did, we made a provision that you could

decide on a method of legislation.

But if it is going to

be done by act of parliament, I don't think that that sentence if necessary at all.

It was to guide the president,

but if it is going to be done by act of parliament, you can
say according to procedures to prescribed by an act of
parliament.

I think it was merely to make clear that as
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That won't be too difficult

assuming there is a regional council, I don't know how many
members they will have, but if they were twelve members and
three candidates, the one that came bottom could be
eliminated.
MR STABY:

May I just point out that if the municipalities

are not involved in regional councils, then obviously there
is no electoral college, because then the regional council
itself elects it representatives to the National Council.
If we determine the number of members of the regional council, then it is very easy to determine whether there must
be a 51% majority or whatever.
MR ANGULA:

There is no way we can determine the number of

regional councils, because regional councils will represent people in geographies.
MR STABY:

They elect two members from amongst their num-

bers, but the council itself, are you saying that the council must be related to the number of people living in that
area?
MR ANGULA:

Yes.

MR HAMUTENYA:

But when they come to this council they will

be the same size.
MR STABY:
MR ANGULA:

I am not so certain about that.
We are not talking about the National Council,

we are talking about the regional council.

Regional coun-

cils should represent the people in the regions depending
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MR STABY:

Who is going to determine that, the act of par-

liament?
CHAIRMAN:

Census.

MR STABY:

Can I

and may I

just ask, who is going to determine this

just also ask how that election on regional basis

is going to take place?

Are they going to take place on

the same basis as national elections?
CHAIRMAN:

We agreed it should be different from what is

done for the National Assembly, candidates.
MR RUPPEL:

Can't we deal with that when we come to the

...

--

-

·-

----------

election of the
--------,-

r~ional

CHAIRMAN:
of 6 8 ( 1) ,

---------

councils?

That means we are finished with the amendments
( 2 ) and ( 3) .

BUSINESS SUSPENDED
BUSINESS RESUMED:
CHAIRMAN:

Article 69.

DR TJIRIANGE:

It is written here that a member of the

National Council shall serve for six years.
more than the other one.

It means it is

I would like the terms of office

to be the same, five years.

Secondly, this brings me to a

different problem, because the election of this house will
be by another pattern.

It means one will be elected ear-

lier than the other, and the terms of office of these people, whether they will also be tied to the terms of office
of the council itself who elected them or not.
going to determine this?

How are we

If the council is elected later
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the terms of those councils may expire either later or
earlier.
house.

It means its life should also expire with this
How do we solve this problem?

PROF WIECHERS:

We were not instructed on this, but as the

honourable member has pointed out, you have to decide.

The

National Council is not directly affecting the work of the
National Assembly, it is a review instance, it cannot stop
legislation for ever.

So you've got to decide whether you

want to have this more permanent longer institution tied up
with the life of the National Assembly.

Also, there could

be a change, new elections in the meantime for the regional
councils and whether the two members who had been elected
to the National Councils, would they then still carry on.
The question is whether you see the National Council as a
more stable body that remains in office.

If its term of

office expires, then there is an election and then the new
electoral colleges will elect.

Of you may decide, no, we

want to tie the National Council's membership very much to
the life of the regional councils.

So if there is a new

regional countil elected, then there must be a dissolution
of the national council.
MR RUPPEL;

This is what you must decide.

I think we are creating maybe a bit of an un-

necessary problem.

We must look at the function of this

second house here and if we understand it correctly, we
will very soon see that it is completely irrelevant whether
it sits on the same bicycle and drives with the legislature
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it.

It is immaterial because of its function.

Its func-

tion is maybe not like a court, but it has a function which
is not related to legislating.

so, I can't see any problem

for it having a lifespan or an overlapping lifespan in
relation to the legislature.

I don't see any compelling

reason why it should be having the same lifetime, why the
persons in the one body should be there for the same period
as the persons in the other body.

I can't see any reason.

If the honourable Dr Tjiriange can just say why he has a
concern about the possibility of the two things not coinciding, then we can we deal with it, but otherwise there is
just no reason.

It will just lead to so many complica-

tions because of the different time of elections and the
longer the timespan of this thing, the cheaper obviously it
is, we don't

have to have so many elections for this
,:1

second house.

It can be a longer time as far as I am con',11

cerned.
MR ANGULA:
form.

I think we are asking the question in reversed

The life of the National Council could only be com-

pared to the lives of the regional councils, because that
is their source.

If you are going to decide the life of

the regional councils then you have decided the life of the
National Council.
MR STABY:

First of all I would like to agree with the

honourable Mr Ruppel, there is no relationship.

In fact,

there is no relationship between the lifespan of the Na-
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we have agreed that there should be no overlap.

In fact,
But I do

think Mr Angula has a point when he says that the National
Council and the regional councils are linked simply because
the regional councils elect delegates to the National Council.

So, one could argue that when the delegates who elec-

ted those to the National Council are exchanged, then the
national delegates should also be exchanged.
MR RUPPEL:

I think there is an important misunderstanding

here which is complicating the matter now.

This regional

council is only used as a mechanism to bring some people to
another body.

This thing which has been raised now for the

second or third time by Mr Angula, this thing of accountability, that is not there.

These members in the National

Council are not accountable to those who elected them.

It

is a mechanism which you employ from time to time ..
MR ANGULA:

On a point of order. I think the honourable

member is being mislead by what is on paper already about
the functions of the council.

Surely if a regional council

which elected this National Council comes to an end and a
new one comes in, the new one may not like the composition
of their members in the National Council.
MR RUPPEL:

That is not a point of order, it is debate.

MR ANGULA:

Yes, it is a point of order, I am trying to

tell you that what I am saying is that the National Council
by its own logic is directly responsible to the regional
councils, by its own logic.

You can't escape that.
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Inasmuch as I appreciate the argument by

Comrade Nahas, I tend to think that fine,

it is true that

one regional council might elect these people which itself
has a life-tenure of four years and it elects these guys
for six years

It doesn't follow automatically that when a

new one comes it necessarily throws them out of office.

It

must simply respect the time given for them to stay there
until their term is over.
CHAIRMAN:
Agreed.

It will be a six years term.
Article 70 - Oath.

Schedule.

Agreed.

MR PRETORIUS:

Subarticle (2)?

I am told it must go to the

Article 71.

It is not clear to me:

"The President may,

on the advice of the Cabinet, dissolve the House of Review
before the expiry of its term of office if the government
is unable to govern effectively."
MEMBERS:

It is out.

CHAIRMAN:

They don't make laws, article 71 is out.

Article 72?
MR BIWA:

Which government?

Agreed.

Article 73?

I think in the earlier draft you had, the working

paper, we put an age limit.
CHAIRMAN:
MR BIWA:

Twenty-one.
Twenty-one is too young, forty-five.

(Discus-

sion)
CHAIRMAN:

It will be twenty-one. Agreed.

Article 74 -

Powers and Functions of the House.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I have only five functions for this thing.

Number one, it should have a say in the amendment to the
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Number two, to initiate legislation in cer-

tain areas or circumstances, for example on matters that
directly or fundamentally affect the regions, the determination of constituencies and things like that.

Number

three, I looked at the work and functions of the Assembly
on pages 48 and 49 and I thought that some of those functions can be brought to this house which also relates to
the executive.

It should conduct hearings and confirma-

tion of certain essential appointments by the president.
Number 4, it should review not all the legislation that
comes from the Assembly, but I think it should review certain aspects of legislation, for example, moneys, because
the distribution of money is important.

The bill to ini-

tiate money will come from the National Assembly, not from
here, but it will have the power of review of the budget,
if you want to put it that way.

It will review things like

the delimitation of constituencies.
and labour legislation.
blems.

Then social, cultural

I am talking about welfare pro-

These are matters that would be of importance to

them, welfare, maybe health and cultural affairs and things
like that.
legislation.

They should have the powers of review on those
So, I think these are extremely limited but

essential functions.

I think it took some of the functions

away from the house, but it left of the functions of making
laws and so on to the house, but it has a significant role
to play as well in matters that affect the national interest of Namibia.
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Number five:

Investigative powers.

I think since we

have six years and more, the Assembly is always in a hurry
to do things, this house should have investigative powers
to investigage a number of issues and to make recommendations to the Assembly, by discussing and as bills, if you
like it that way, as a way of recommendation of investigating bills and submitting them to the house.
MR RUPPEL:

I thought that we had - perhaps with the excep-

tion of the honourable member Katjiuongua - agreed that
this thing would have definitely no legislative functions.
On that premise I would suggest that the only function for
this body should be to consider legislation at a certain
point in time when it is brought before the legislature
proper, say at the time of the first reading of the bill.
Then it should have a specific time-frame to consider this
legislation or this draft legislation, and refer it back
with comments to the Assembly, which may then deal with it
and take into consideration, in its discretion obviously,
these comments which may be very helpful in the end.

There

should be a definite time-frame, I think six months would
be really frustrating matters.

In certain areas of legis-

lation, like budgets and things of urgency,
should be excluded from this process.
be its function.

I think they

I think that should

I have no doubt that parliament, having

got this body there and paying for it, will soon find some
work for it to do.

By act of parliament it will probably

devolve functions on this body from time to time, but I
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this constitution.
CHAIRMAN:

Could I guide the House?

as presented by the first speaker.
a

Let's take the points
The first one is to have

say in the amendment of the constitution.

Can I

have

comments on that?
MR STABY:

As a matter of fact,

comment on all of them.

if you permit me I will

Amendment of the constitution, it

is concurrent in so far as it says at the moment:

"House of

Review shall have the power to review in terms of article 75
all proposed legislation."
CHAIRMAN:

Could we first inform ourselves?

our people

to

Johannesburg,

there was

Other things were draft documents.

When we sent

no draft

from

us.

This is the first time

these things are coming to us as drafted by the lawyers.

It

will not be fair to refer to those ones, because they aren't
from us.
MR STABY:

I have read from this one.

CHAIRMAN:

The House of Review didn't have any functions

when we were discussing it,
things down.

the lawyers had to put these

On all the other things we had a draft paper

which we went through and amended.

These are brand new

things.
MR STABY:

I am trying to explain why it is covered, if you

will just give me a chance.
is proposed legislation.

The amendment to a constitution
The review of certain aspects of

money is also proposed in legislation.

Mr Katji-
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referring to the regions.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Just a correction, except those bills

dealing with the levying of taxes and allocation of appropriation.
MR STABY:

I will come to that as well.

The initiation of

legislation can in fact be done by anybody.

It is the

passing of the legislation which is the key to the whole
thing.

So, if the National Assembly has a right to insti-

tute committees, certainly those committees, as it says
here in the draft, "committee of the National Council shall
be entitled to conduct all such hearings and collect such
evidence, etc."

So, if the National Council intends to

initiate legislation it would do these hearings, it would
prepare certain things and refer them to the National Assembly for discussion, and the National Assembly will refer
it to the relevant minister who would then table it in the
National Assembly for discussion and adoption eventually.
So, I think all these things that the honourable Mr Katjiuongua has mentioned are in fact included in this first
draft.

So I would agree with the honourable Mr Ruppel that

this house has no legislative function per se.

It certain-

ly has investigative and initiative functions, but not a
legislative function.
Honourable member Mr Ruppel also suggested that a
time-frame be attached to the activities of the National
Council.

I would agree with him.

The only reason why

15_1 bills dealing with the levying of taxes and the appropriation of public moneys were deleted here, was the statement
made in the previous discussion, or the fear expressed in
the previous discussion that a budget has to be approved by
certain deadlines otherwise the state can't function.
was the only reason, no other reason.

That

So, if we can place

a time-limit on the National Council with regard to bills
dealing with finances,

I would support that whole article.

If that time-frame is more strict than the time-frame dealing with other legislation, I would also be happy with
that.

By the same token 75(1) would then also have to be

reviewed.

I would say that the only change that needs to

be done to item 1(1) of article 74 is a reference to article 66(2), which is the requisite extent of majorities.
That is the only reference that needs to be amended.
MR ANGULA:

I would like to relate to what honourable

Katjiuongua has proposed to what is existing, because I
think there is some kind of relationship.

The first one he

is talking about, to have a say in the amendment of the
constitution - mind you, I think this is really something
out of reach of this National Council for the very reason
that they were not part of the making of the constitution
and the constitution is made up by a body elected directly
by the people.

So, I am not quite sure whether this should

be a function of this body.

In my view this is out of

place here, to have a say in the amendment of the constitution.

Otherwise they will come in and"say this consti-
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tution we drafted is rubbish, amend it.
MR STABY:
ing.

On a point of order.

There is a misunderstand-

What the National Council would do, is to look at

legislation, in other words a law proposed by the National
Assembly with regard to the amendment of the constitution.
They wouldn't do it on their own.
MR ANGULA:

Thank you, that is clear.

Now review, what is

important here is the review function, whether it is of any
law or a law proposing amendments.

That is 74(l)(a).

I

understand that this body is a bridge between the regions
and the National Assembly.

I think the kind of proposed

laws it can review are those laws which directly affect the
operation of regional councils.

The honourable Katjiuongua

says "to review certain legislation" and he brought in the
budget, the budget does affect the operation of regional
councils.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
MR ANGULA:

And constituencies.

The delimitation of constituencies, social and

labour legislation as far as they relate to the operations
of the regional councils, that is the point I am trying to
make, that the function of review is confined to those proposed legislations which have a direct affect on the operations of the regional councils, because this is the
bridge between the regional councils and the National Assembly. On 74(l)(a) that is my understanding.
To conduct hearings or confirmation of certain appointments.

I think the hearing function is being properly
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Why can't we say to

advise the president on some of these matters, rather than
to conduct hearings?

To advise the president on matters

related to the operation of regional councils or certain
appointments.
Investigative powers.

I don't know what they are sup-

posed to investigate actually.
clearer.

If you can make it a bit

To investigate the operations of the government

or to investigate complaints or to investigate corruption?
MRS !THANA:
MR ANGULA:

The ombudsman is there.
So, if it can be made a bit clearer as to what

kind of things are supposed to be investigated, then we can
look at it.
PROF WIECHERS:

Just a question.

It's wide, but it will

have to be defined, I should imagine, by the president.
For instance, if there is a need for an investigation in
youth offences or criminality, and the president would ask
the House of Review, "please, in especially in those regions of the country, wouldn't you start conducting investigations, give it to our Minister of Justice and we will
start legislation", all kinds of investigations.

In the

House of Lords many of the social issues - it is nowhere
written in the law - for instance Sunday observance and
things that affect the life of the nation, are being investigated, by their specialised committees and eventually
it comes out in legislation or not or in administrative
measures.
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Yes, my initial reaction was more or less the

lines of Mr Staby, that practically everything that Mr
Katjiuongua suggested is included in the formulation as we
have it on paper, summarised in the two points, minus obviously point 2 where he is proposing •••
CHAIRMAN:

In that case, since everybody is saying that we

will take the paper and go through it systematically.
Article 74(1), comments.
MR RUKORO:

I have no problem with article 74(l)(a) except

that I would have loved to delete the phrase "except those
bills dealing with, etc."

I think that all bills coming

from the National Assembly should be subject to review by
the House, except that when it comes to the time-frame of
delay and when it comes to money bills or bills levying
taxes, it should be less than 30 days and not 6 months.
MR ANGOLA:

At what stage?

MR RUPPEL:

Before it is passed.

CHAIRMAN:

With that explanation, before it is passed, it

is agreed.
ADV CHASKALSON:

At what stage will it be?

After the first

reading of the bill?
MR RUPPEL:

After the first reading.

They must have a bit

of time to look at it.
MR RUKORO:

So, with that qualification we delete the words

"except those bills etc."
CHAIRMAN:

Agreed.

ADV CHASKALSON:

As I understand the proposal it is that

l
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after their first reading and to report to the National
Assembly thereon.
MR RUPPEL:

To give their comments.

ADV CHASKALSON:

That is what I meant by report, they will

have to file a report as to whether they they have approved
of it or disapproved of it or what they found in it.

But I

wasn't sure what the position was with the bills dealing
with levying of taxes and the allocation of moneys.

Will

they report on those bills as well?
CHAIRMAN:

Yes, but within 30 days.

ADV CHASKALSON:
MR RUKORO:

And the others?

My idea was that we separate money bills from

other bills in the sense that money bills will be referred
to the National Council after the first reading in the
National Assembly, so that their comments are taken care of
as part of the second reading and once passed it is passed,
it is gone.

But other bills, I think there the second

chamber may need to take some time, so that it goes through
the entire process of first, second and third readings,
then referred to the second chamber and they start their
review function, which must be completed by X-date or within a specified period of time, referred back to the legislative house for passing.
MR STABY:

No, I think there must some substance to this

process, otherwise it is meaningless.
PROF WIECHERS:

What I understand what the honourable mem-

~
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article 75.

If you would read through that article, there

the whole procedure of review is set out in detail.
MR ANGULA:

The point I am concerned about is that we don't

want to create conflict between the two houses.

So,

therefore if these bills could be reviewed before the house
actually votes on them.

I don't want to create a conflict.

Once they review and reject a bill which has been passed by
the National Assembly it will create tension.
DR TJIRIANGE:
said.

Yes, I

just want to echo what my colleague

I don't see the function of this house to review

bills that have already been passed by the Assembly.

I

thought that the aim of this house was to advise the National Assembly on the bills which are in the process of
being adopted by the house, so that maybe we might not have
seen certain things which they see and advise us on and
then they improve the quality of the bill, advise us before
we pass the bill.

But once it is passed, I do not think it

is subject to the review of this house.

That is how I

understand it.
MR STABY:

I have the feeling that if we carry on in this

vein, eventually we might as well chuck away the second
house because it has no meaning anymore.

May I ask my

honourable friends at the bottom of the table, what is the
normal procedure in states where there is a legislature and
a senate, how is that handled?
PROF WIECHERS:

The review of legislation as explained or
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of Lords.

Ordinary legislation goes through the Assembly,

the House of Lords looks at it, refers it back if it wants.
If it is not necessary it goes on immediately for the assent of the Queen, but if they want, they can ask - they
can do nothing more - refer it back and ask the National
Assembly "would you consider these amendments?"

If the

National Assembly "we will work in the amendment", then it
is up to the National Assembly to pass it on.
then be referred back.
is a review.
DR TJIRIANGE:
PROF WIECHERS:
CHAIRMAN:

It cannot

It is not a blocking mechanism, it

In other words, they can look at it once.
Before it was adopted?
No, it is passed by the National Assembly ••

But we are saying "approve or reject'', that is

the same thing that the house is doing there.

When you say

you approve or reject, it is different from what you are
saying in the House of Lords.

Do they reject the bills in

the House of Lords?
PROF WIECHERS:

Then we can reformulate, but of course the

second chamber says, "we don't like this, we propose this
amendment", but whether you call it reject or approve, and
can I just point out the practical problem.

If you have

reading of a bill and you refer it to the second house
immediately after the first reading, you have your second
reading, you have your committee stage and you are really
acting prematurely, because the National Assembly is going
to discuss it, change things and why act prematurely if the
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National Assembly is going to do it?
doing is to double your work.

What you are really

The National Assembly is

going to say the bill is introduced, first reading, then
they have the committee stage and then the pass it.

Then

there is a review and they say, "second chamber, let us see
if you have amended it, we are going to accept it or not."
DR TJITENDERO:

I appreciate the explanation, but what I

want to understand is, who has the veto power between the
two, because this is.what we are trying to avoid.

It ap-

pears that if the National Council does have authority to
say no, then that is the conflict that we are trying to
avoid.
PROF WIECHERS:

It is not a conflict, a conflict in the

sense that the Council National could disagree.
their right.

It is

But the conflict is resolved in the sense

that the National Assembly always has the final say.
ADV CHASKALSON:

All I want to point out is that if one is

going to talk about first readings and second readings,
there is actually nothing in the constitution about readings of the bill.

That is going to be determined by the

National Assembly in its standing orders.

So, one can't

refer necessarily to the first reading of the bill.

One

would have to say the speaker can refer it to the National
Council at an appropriate time.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
teeth.

I hope this second house will have some

If it is without teeth, then I think we disagree.

I never understood its function as sort of review only.

I
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I think maybe the

difference between my proposal and the one that stands here
is that they say all proposed legislation, and I tried to
take out the things that I thought were crucial, the amendment of the constitution, appointments by the president to
be confirmed by that house, the question of treaties is important.

But if these are covered there and it must be all

legislation, then maybe that is all right.

But I thought -

and this is important - that the appointments of the president is accepted by majority, treaties by a two-thirds
majority, amendments by two-thirds majority, but supposing
this review from the National Assembly comes before this
house, I think if this house rejects it, then it must force
the National Assembly to approve it,

just like in the case

of the president, by a two-thirds majority.
it means something.

Then I think

But if everything is just smiling,

then I have a problem.
PROF KERINA:

I see the two houses as complementary and

probably the National Council's representatives will add an
improvement on bills that have shortcomings, because many
of these people will be representing regions and it is
always the tendency of those who represent the country in
the general form, such as in the US Congress for instance,
that they overlook certain special interests of regions,
and I think the improvement of the legislation by the representatives of the regions, will lie in the fact that
they, in reviewing this legislation, will be looking at
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affect their special areas and this is where they can improve on the legislation of the National Assembly, not
necessarily to veto it, but to return them if they are not
to their satisfaction or to the satisfaction of their people represented by both houses.
~1R

I would like to follow up on what Prof Kerina

ANGULA:

has said,

and this is the point I was making earlier,

that

the important function of this particular house is its
bridge-function.

It bridges the National Assembly with the

regional authorities.
function,

I think this is a very important

and I would like to agree that their special

expertise is to look at the law and say "how does it affect the people in my region"?
Not with all laws.

MR MUDGE:
MR ANGULA:

All laws can affect the regions, of course, it

is national laws.

The laws says something and that thing

is not accepted in the region.
say,

The people will be able to

"no, this is not correct, it conflicts \''i th some-

thing."

So,

I think if we can see it as the bridge between

the regions and the National Assembly,
getting somewhere.

then I think we are

Then they have that expertise to advise

the National Assembly or the president on these matters, so
that at least this house is serving some special function.
MRS ITHANA:

Thank you, Mr Chairman, I got lost when we

were talking about this House not having legislative powers
and we are talking about the House to have the veto power
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Therefore I was going to propose

something completely different.

I have some points here.

That, for example, the house shall deliberate and advise
the president and the National Assembly on all proposed
bills.

Then we can put the time-frame as was proposed.

Then number two:

It can deliberate on and advise the

president on all matters referred to it by the president.
Three:

Offers advice to the president on any matter of

public interest.
MR MUDGE:

Those are my proposals.

I just want to submit that I don't think we

should dictate to the National Assembly at what stage they
should refer legislation to the senate.

Normally it is

only done after the bill has been approved by the National
Assembly, for the simple reason that in practice, if you
interrupt the workings of the National Assembly, then you
might create problems.

In other words, I think the Na-

tional Assembly remains the principle legislative body, but
should the Assembly decide at any stage, for some reason,
they want to get the advice of a second chamber, because
they have other work to do in the meantime, and to say "we
refer this to the National Council", they can do so.

But I

think they should not be forced to do so after every reading, because in practice that could be very disrupting.

To

co-ordinate the sessions of the two houses is not always
easy.

It could be a very difficult problem.

Secondly, I

think we must always keep in mind that we are not creating
a body or a house to make things unnecessary difficult or
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use them,

I think we must see this as an opportunity to

to investigate, conduct hearings, to be of as-

sistance to a national assembly which has a lot of work to
do.

And thirdly, I agree with Mr Katjiuongua that when we

refer to parliament in our constitution, we refer to both
houses, In other words, when we talk about the the approval
or confirmation, we talk about both houses.

But the point

I want to make, we must not establish a body to complicate
things and to make things unnecessary difficult.

It is

just a check on parliament, that in a very busy programme
they might make mistakes, they might overlook things and
then we have the senate or the National Council to just review.

But normally, I think, the procedure is that the

National Assembly is not interrupted.

I think we must not

force them to unnecessarily send bills to the senate.
MR STABY:

May I

just, in amplification of the statement by

Mr Mudge, say that when the National Assembly has dealt
with a bill and refer it to the National Council, and the
National Council finds substantial matters, it shouldn't
refer the bill back to the National Assembly for trivialities, but if it finds substantial matters it refers the
bill back to the National Assembly, and the National Assembly, in its own judgment, can then deal with it.

It may

decide to ignore the National Council or it might decide
that it is necessary to make some amendments to the bill,
which it then does.

I want to make it clear that the

National Council does not have absolute powers of veto.

It

I

I
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Assembly and not an obstructive one.
MR HAMUTENYA:

It seems to me that the crux of our problem

is the question of approval and rejection of bills by the
National Council.

As long as I understand the argument to

mean that rejection or approval, recommendation or whatever
they do will not necessarily delay.

If the National Assem-

bly has passed a bill and it is sent to the House of
Review, the criticise it, make recommendations, which in
the judgment of the National Assembly is out of order, the
bill stands passed, isn't it?
MR STABY:

That's right.

MR HAMUTENYA:

Then I have no problem, then we can leave it

there.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I think I have a different opinion there.

History is sometimes made by minorities.

That makes me to

feel that this house is totally useless if everytime it can
be overwritten.
about a veto.

I want to put a mechanism.

You talked

The idea of these two houses in this parti-

cular context is that you have bills and statements taken
in a different environment in the house, it can be emotional,

it can be anything, and when you refer it to a dif-

ferent house, a different setting - and maybe also in terms
of age, seeing that you said the age of participation is
21, not 18 -

then you have a material reflection on those

things and there might be fundamental flaws in that
proposed bill.

It might be passed by the majority of the
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house and the other people supposed say no, then it goes to
the second house and all the power it has is just to make
recommendations and the big boss will decide, "I like them
or I don't like them", then I think the whole thing is useless and I disagree.

When you talk about a veto I think it

should happen this way:

This house must say they reject

and take it back to the house, and as in the case of the
president it must force the house to adopt those recommendations with a higher majority.

In this case you say the

president can veto a decision of the house, but if the
house goes back and takes a decision by two-thirds majority, they override the president. So therefore I think that
if the house says no, the national council says no to certain recommendations, they refer the whole document and
then they bring it to the house.

That house must be forced

to consider those recommendations and adopt them by a
higher majority and I say a two-thirds.

Then it means it

has teeth, the house cannot say "ag, dit maak mos nie saak
nie, man", that sort of thing.

Then, for me, the house is

useless, unless it has some teeth in these things.

It only

forces the main house to take certain decisions which are
fundamental by a qualified majority.

It does not veto, the

show must go on.

CHAIRMAN:
to?

What majority are they going to use to say no

Must they also have a two-thirds?

MR KATJIUONGUA:

Yes, then it is a two-thirds.
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I have some remarks to make here.

If you

look at article 75(3) it is open for some conflict, because
you don't know who sends the bill to the president, whether
it is the National Council or the Assembly.
potential conflict there.
which should do that.

So, there is a

I think it is only one house

That should be reconciled.

Another problem I am having is what is being proposed
by honourable member Katjiuongua.

I am very much concerned

that if we follow that kind of situation we will have a
problem.

Particularly in the first term of four years we

need to be in a hurry, we need to address serious national
problems.

We need to develop this country, but if we go on

delaying the development or projects or ideas that we have
because of unnecessary, cumbersome bureaucracies, we are
going nowhere.

Therefore I think the formula as it is that

these people will only sit down, look at the bill after it
was adopted, bring it back, handled in the manner as Mr
Hamutenya has said,

I have no problem.

But if they are

going to be obliged to the things that Mr Katjiuongua has
said, I have very serious difficulties in accepting that
situation.

Otherwise we are going to get a bottleneck

here

and we have only five years of a particular party to rule.
So they will keep on delaying you and at the end of five
years the people will say "you have done nothing", but we
have been delayed.
CHAIRMAN:

We don't want such a situation.

I was looking at this second house as a house

which is now checking the Assembly, not the president.

It
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LOOKS LIKE IT WAS FIRST Assembly trying to check the powers
of the president and now this house is trying to check the
powers of the National Assembly.

Therefore, even if it is

going to veto a bill passed by the Assembly, then the Assembly will again go and repass it,

just as in the presi-

dent's case and it then goes to the president.
assented it is a bill, it is passed.

Once he has

It is a slower pro-

cess.
DR TJIRIANGE:

But if they pass it now, they must have a

higher majority.
CHAIRMAN:

That is where my problem is.

But there we also said that house, before it is

going to ask for rejection, must also do it by two-thirds.
I think after I have summarised it is very clear.
DR TJIRIANGE:
that .... ?

What happens to the bill which did not get

It lapses?

The bill was brought to the second

house, this house brings it back and it is not passed with
the majority that he is asking.
DR TJITENDERO:

It lapses?

I do recall this morning that honourable

Katjiuongua in his submission said he did not intend to use
the word "delay", he said that could even be taken away
because that was not the intent, and with that, I think,
the delaying factor is minimised, removed.
CHAIRMAN:
MR RUKORO:

To cover that, can we put a time-frame?
Firstly I was going to respond to the question

put by honourable Tjiriange, that who sends the bill to the
president, and I was going to say that depends on what
happens to the bill in the second house.

If the bill is
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president for his assent, or otherwise, suppose the second
house has certain comments to make and recommendations,
that is when it will go back to the national assembly, and
once the National Assembly has finalised it, it will go to
the president for his signature.
CHAIRMAN:'

That is the process.

How long must they take to act when it comes to

them?
MR BARNES:

Three months.

MR RUKORO:

I was going to propose 60 days, two months.

MRS ITHANA:
MR BARNES:

Thirty days, what else do they do?
Very dangerous, they might not be in session.

DR TJIRIANGE:

What happens if it does not get the majority

that you require the second time?
MR KATJIUONGUA:

No, what we have agreed with the chairman

here, there is something which is important.

He said for

the second house to reject legislation from the other
house, they need a two-thirds majority.

If they can't get

that in that house, then that thing goes through.
DR TJIRIANGE:

But they got it and the sent it back, but in

the Assembly you don't get two-thirds, what happens to the
bill?
MR RUKORO:
CHAIRMAN:
MR ANGULA:

It lapses.
It must be by two-thirds by that house.
This is very important, because that can create

serious conflict.

Why can't it in that case be sent to the

president to see whether he can find ..•
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again.

But we do not want to control the president

That is why I thought we keep it with the houses.

MR ANGULA:

No, if the Assembly approves the bill, the

National Council says no to this bill with two-thirds, it
comes back, it is just logical for the National Assembly to
send it to the president, because it won't be good for the
bill to lapse which was passed by the National Assembly.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I don't think any party in this country

will ever get a two-thirds majority.

so I think the fear

is not there.
CHAIRMAN:

Yes, two-thirds is put in there and my summary

stands.
MR BIWA:

Before you summarise, please, I am still a bit

worried about the age limit.
have some respectability.

I think this house needs to

We are making this house the

laughing stock of this country by saying boys of 21.

I

want to propose 35.
CHAIRMAN:

I even said 50, because in the Assembly we are

already 50, average.
MR RUPPEL:

This is a house of wisdom.

There is a real problem with it, because the

regional council must also have this sort of qualification,
otherwise you don't have people to elect from.
MR STABY:

(Discussion)

Honourable member Ruppel is quite right, if we

stipulate the age of the representatives to the National
Council to be 35, then the age limit for the members of the
regoinal council is also 35.
MR MUDGE:

And the municipal councils.
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It says the members of the

No, they are out.

MR STABY:

regional council will elect the two representatives to the
National Council.

Otherwise, if you allow the 35 years,

then only those members of the regional council who are 35
years and older actually qualify for election.

It doesn't

work.
It doesn't work,

CHAIRMAN:

be elected you must be 35.

21.

To elect you can be 21, to

To elect the president you can

be 21.
MR MUDGE:

Now you are discriminating.

CHAIRMAN:

It is a house of wisdom.

MR MUDGE:

Do you think only old people are wise?

MEMBER:

(BIWA?)

Why do we have to make a difference be-

tween the voting pattern during the implementation of 435
where we used 18 years?
MR BARNES:

Why should we make it 21 years?

It is 18 years.
But you now have to elect the two people to go

CHAIRMAN:
on.
MEMBER:

They have to be 35.

CHAIRMAN:

All the regional members who are going to be

elected, what is their age?

(Discussion)

Order.

I think

the only way we can solve it is to make it 21, everything.
MR BIWA:

I think that house will need experienced people,

therefore I suggest that we make it 25.
MR ANGULA:

I have a question.

Does you necessarily need

to be a member of the regional council to become a member
of the National Council?
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MR MUDGE:

It is in here,

"amongst themselves."

I think you might create an impossible situation

in the sense that you might have six or nine members - we
haven't decided yet - in a regional council and you might
not have one of them old enough to qualify, or you might
only have two and you have no choice, you will have to
elect the two old men there, because they are the only two
qualifying on the grounds of age.

I think what we should

do, I think a tradition must develop that regional councils
will know we are expecting them to send experienced people
to our National Council, but in practice you might find
that the young people might object very strongly to things
like this.

Not only old people are wise, young people can

also be wise.
MR RUPPEL:
MR MUDGE:

I concede to that one.
When I look at Mr Ruppel, of course then I doubt

what I am saying now.
MR RUKORO:

That problem was resolved long ago when we

adopted article 16(2), which says:

"Every citizen who has

reached the age of 18 years shall have the right to vote
and who has reached the age of 21 to be elected to public
office."
MR ANGULA:
CHAIRMAN:

Have we agreed to thirty days?
Yes.

ADV CHASKALSON:

There is one technical problem I want to

raise with you and that is, that if the function of the
second house is to look for matters which should be con-
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function is to consider the bill and refer it back.

If

that is the function, if you are going to impose a twothirds majority, if something comes up which really requires the National Assembly's attention, there is no way
you can get the bill back to the National Assembly at that
stage.

Of course, it would have passed through the Nation-

al Assembly, the second house would have looked at it, a
point may crop up which the National Assembly would like to
take up and at that stage the constitution requires that it
be sent straight through to the president, who presumably
would have the report, so I suppose he could send it back
if he wanted to.

But its function isn't so much a veto

function, it is a reporting function.
porting function,
lar majority.
against.

So, if it is a

re-

then it doesn't really need any particu-

It just reports that it is in favour or

If it is in favour, it reports to the speaker,

the speaker can send it forward, it can be signed.

If it

reports it requires amendment or it is opposed to it, the
speaker can send it back to the Assembly and the Assembly
will then deal with it and at that stage it will be all
over.

The question is whether it is a veto or whether it

is a report and there has been a lot of confusion in the
discussion and we have got to have the one or the other to
write the bill, is it a veto-power or is it a report.
MR RUPPEL:

Bona fide reporting, that was the original idea

proposed by honourable Mr Mudge - I will read from the
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sit down and in the heat of the argument pass the thing,
they can send it back.
CHAIRMAN:

You can call it veto power, but it is going to

report back.

It comes to that.

If some of us say it must

veto it must have two-thirds.
MR ANGULA:

It should be reporting, definitely.
Recommend.

MR KATJIUONGUA:
MR BESSINGER:

(Discussion)

Can we just get back to the document, be-

cause we are singing together.
DR IYAMBO:

I have a different understanding of recommend,

so I don't know whether recommend and reporting is the same
thing.

Maybe the lawyers can help us.

PROF WIECHERS:

If you report you can make recommendations,

that is part of the reporting system to make recommendations.
MR BARNES:

I don't know if the members didn't follow what

you were saying.

If the National Council rejects a bill

outright, it must do it with a two-thirds majority, but if
the National Council makes recommendations for the National
Assembly to consider, that is by ordinary majority.

It

comes to the National Assembly, but the National Assembly
is not really compelled to consider that.

The National

Assembly decides to send the bill in its approved form to
the president and now the president says, "no, I agree with
this report of the House of Review, I am not going to as-
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He sends it down to the National Assembly.

If the National Assembly then approves that bill with a
two-thirds majority, then the parliament will have to sign.
I think this is what you were summing up.

The veto is on

both sides.
MR MUDGE:

But the terminology is important.

We are dis-

cussing a draft and the draft, if I read it correctly, says
"the House of Review shall consider bills referred to it
and shall either approve or reject the bill."
a final rejection.

This is not

It only means they do not approve.

Now

we can call it all sorts of names and terminology, it
doesn't matter.

The fact is, if they do not approve, it

goes back, and then the house will reconsider it again.

If

they then go on in any case and they ignore the rejection,
they can do so.
MR RUPPEL:

No veto, he wants a veto and that is the big

difference, the fundamental difference.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

No, I think there is a misunderstanding.

CHAIRMAN:

Can we read the minutes first?

MR MUDGE:

It was an agreement.

It is only a question

whether you use the words recommend ...
CHAIRMAN:

Mr Barnes summarised, everybody is accepting

that.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

No, not me.

I heard him, but I think he

missed the point.
CHAIRMAN:
change.

Let's hear him again.

The same thing, don't
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MR BARNES:

If the National Council rejects a bill that has

gone through the process of approval by the National Assembly, if it rejects that bill outright, it must do it with a
two-thirds majority.
the National Assembly.

That bill is then referred back to
The National Assembly looks at the

report why the National Council has rejected that bill and
decides, "we still believe this bill must be passed."

It

goes ahead, it passes the bill by ordinary majority and
sends it up to the president.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
MR BARNES:

No, that is wrong.

I am summarising what the chairman has said.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

No, that is wrong, that is not a good

What happened is this.

summary.

I said if the bill comes

from the National Assembly to the National Council and is
rejected and new recommendations are made, it is sent back
to the National Assembly and the National Assembly will now
be forced to consider those recommendations by a two-thirds
majority.

Then the chairman asked me by what majority will

the National Council reject the bill and then we agreed on
a two-thirds majority as well.
MR MUDGE:
MR RUPPEL:
right.

Where does the two-thirds come in?
I must say I am vehemently opposed to this veto

It has never entered and we are now introducing it

by having this two-thirds provision.

What is means is, a

law is passed by the legislature with a normal majority,
that is what democracy in normal cases demands.

Then it

goes up, there are some complaints about it by a body which

!
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there can be a completely different majority in that house.
Then it goes back, and if it is passed with a two-thirds
majority for some reason, then you force the house downstairs to also pass it with a two-thirds majority to get it
on the road again.

If it cannot, it lapses and with that

you have actually introduced an effective veto.
was never

ev~r

I think it

contemplated by either our side that this

house should have that kind of power, nor by our learned
colleagues on the DTA-side.

It was always contemplated -

and I can read from the records, which are very precise and
good - where Mr Mudge said there can be absolutely no doubt
about the function of the second house and its role
vis-a-vis the legislature.

It is there only to put some

brakes on the legislative assembly, as Mr Mudge put it, and
somewhere else he says "to have another look at legislation" and they will not be able to either stop or reject
legislation.

If we introduce this two-thirds, it can be a

very effective stop to passing legislation with a normal
majority and I think that was not contemplated and I am
vehemently against it, I think there is no way that we can
get around this.
MR RUKORO:

I think my colleague here really is ignoring

one important factor,

and this is the requirement that in

order for the second chamber to can reject this thing, they
must muster the support of at least two-thirds of its own
members.

That is a very heavy burden.

It is a burden as
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heavy as the one we are expecting the first chamber to come
up with in repassing this bill.
check.

That is an important

So it should not be ignored.

Secondly, he is lay-

ing heavy emphasis on the record, but I think as of yesterday we made it clear this is a different ball-game, as one
person said here, or as the chairman said, what is it that
we have been doing, we have been discussing these things
from the beginning, trying to structure agreements and so
on and agreement has emerged.

We are dealing here with, if

you will, a double veto.
MR HAMUTENYA:

This matter of two-thirds is nonsense.

have a two-thirds here and a two-thirds there?
games they are playing.

Why

These are

If both houses are required to

have a two-thirds it is the same thing, we .•
MR ANGULA:

But I think here we are talking about extreme

circumstances, very extreme ones, that the whole law is rejected.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
MR ANGULA:

That is right.

Because that you can only do when you reject

the whole law.

So, it is in extreme circumstances.

this case I am not happy about the bill lapsing.

In

Can't we

find a mechanism of somebody looking at this bill, maybe
the president?
MR KATJIUONGUA:
MR ANGULA:
PROF KERINA:

A joint committee.

Let the president look at it.
I think we are missing the situation here.

When the bill is referred to the National Council, if that
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It happens in America.

When a bill is referred by Congress to the Senate, it gives
an opportunity for the president to consult with members of
the Senate and to discuss with them if he has a special
interest in those bills, and I would like to refer to Mr
Ruppel's reference to the National Council's powers.

He

seems to ascribe a more democratically elected spirit to
the National Assembly.

These people from the National

Council are also being democratically elected, so one is no
lesser democratic than the other one.

But I think we

should give the president that advantage of also relating
at every level of our government with the elected people,
and not only be allowed to communicate with a certain group
of people and that is the group in the National Assembly.
Honourable Tjiriange has also made reference to the timefactor.

In all the things that we are doing, if we are

trying to move faster than the population of this country
can keep pace with us, because of our shortcomings and
weaknesses in reaching our people and moving with our
people wherever we are going, we are likely to end up with
a little heaven of a mutual .... society of elected members with our country far away in the bush there, not even
understanding what we are doing.

I think we must make

every effort in everything that we are doing that we carry
our people and they are involved.

I understand honourable
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Tjiriange's concern about the time-factor and that we are
supposed to develop this country, but I also think we have
a responsibility to carry our people with us in all these
things.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I do not understand the logic in having

the president vetoing legislation by the Assembly and
forcing the Assembly to vote by two-thirds majority to
override his veto, and all these are elected people, the
president, the National Assembly and the other house.

Why

in the case of the president he can be overridden by a twothirds majority, but in this case this house cannot do it?
And in the first place, I don't know why you are so pessimistic.

Some lesson we can learn from this election is

that some parties here are even more national in their representation or in the composition of their representation
in the Assembly.

I cannot foresee a situation - if you

take a party like Swapo, for example - not being able to
control a fraction of this house to the extent that other
people can do without them.

I don't think so.

Maybe

people like ourselves might end up in the same position, so
I cannot understand that discrimination when it comes to
the president and this house of elected people.

It is

simply a check that we feel this thing has some power, to
be taken seriously into account.

But when you make it

looks that it can be overridden, then I fundamentally differ with you and I think your argument is totally illogical
and discriminatory.

We are together, I think those,

a~•:¢'li}!l>'.
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extreme situations where some two groups might just run
away with the whole thing.

I want teeth in the thing,

otherwise it is a waste of time, then it is a committee
only.
DR TJIRIANGE:

What we understand by a bill in this case is

anything that passes through the National Assembly has to
go through this trial or do we have specific types of bill
that we are referring to.
MEMBER:

All bills.

DR TJIRIANGE:
CHAIRMAN:

Even procedural ones?

Yes.

DR TJIRIANGE:

Why I am asking, even the rules of procedure

that we are going to adopt for the Assembly has to go
through these people?
MR HAMUTENYA:

I agree with the formulation which was put

about the two-thirds and I also agree that {1) under 75 is
the only proviso.

There is a qualification there that all

bills other than bills dealing with, etc.
MR RUPPEL:

That has been taken out.

MR RUKORO:

With due respect, how is government going to

paralysed, because before we come to the end of one financial year, budget is passed well ahead of time.

There

can't be a practical problem.
MR MUDGE:

There are provisions in your legislation normal-

ly that the government can continue without the budget
being approved for about four months.

So there is no

reason why the fact that a financial bill is delayed needs
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I don't think there is any reason.

CHAIRMAN:

And after four months?

MR MUDGE:

No,

then you must have your budget approved.

Secondly, I think there is a misunderstanding, I think
there is somewhat of a suspicion.

I don't think the second

chamber must be seen as an opposition to the other one.
The same parties will be in both.

This body must have

teeth, I agree there, otherwise we are wasting our money.
It is going to be very expensive to establish them, it is
going to cost the country a lot of money and the only reason why we want this national council is just to make sure
that mistakes are not made.
me is important.

This is why the time-factor to

We must not rush them.

In the case of

financial bills I think it must be 30 days, in the case of
other laws it could be longer and I think it should be
three months.
Why do you discuss bills in public?

Because you want

to involve the voters, you want them to hear, you want to
give them the opportunity to criticise.

As long as you

discuss it is reported in the newspapers and the public
must have the opportunity to react.
involving your voters.

This is another way of

But the one thing that I say, that

this body must not be able to finally veto, to reject.

You

can say if they get a two-thirds, maybe you can consider
that, it is going to be very difficult for anybody to get
two-thirds in any case.

But I think we must take this

National Council seriously.

It is in the interest of the
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So, as far as I am concerned, I want

to use the word "reject", they must be able to reject and
at least force the National Assembly to discuss it again.
If you just send it back, and the speaker decides we are
not even going to discuss it, we approve, then you will be
missing the whole idea.

So, I think there must be a re-

jection, there must be a reconsideration by the Assembly.
After having reconsidered it, and they approve again, then
it goes through.

Then they will have the three debates,

the debate in the Assembly, a debate in the National Council and a third debate in the Assembly.

In this process

the public will be informed properly and the president will
definitely take note of what has been discussed.

If after

three debates a mistake is still made, then it will be a
reflection upon the representatives of the country.
MR RUPPEL:
MR MUDGE:

That is a position I can support.
It is the same thing.

MR RUPPEL:

No, there is a big difference between what

was •..
CHAIRMAN:

That is what I have said.

MR BARNES:
CHAIRMAN:

Can't we now accept it?
Let's talk about the time-limit and agree on

that.
MEMBER:
MR MUDGE:

Forty days for the ...
On a point of order.

(Discussion)
I don't want to accuse a

member of never having been in a parliament, but frankly,
there might be twenty bills before parliament at the same
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Now you refer them all

and you want to bring them back all within thirty days.
Sir, it is not going to be that easy,

I tell you.

CHAIRMAN:

The money bills.

MR MUDGE:

The money bills, yes, thirty days, but not the

others.
DR TJIRIANGE:
thirty days,

The appropriation bills have to be given
the others have to be given three months, 90

days.
CHAIRMAN:

It is rules, maximum three months.

They must take it by two-thirds.
article 76.
MR ANGULA:
CHAIRMAN:

Agreed.

Decided.

It is ruled.

We are not at

Article 77.

Are we going to put that double veto?
Yes,

it must be there.

it is by two-thirds.

When they reject a bill

We have finished the National Coun-

cil.
MR BARNES:

I want the attorneys to tell me, do we make

provision in this constitution that a member of the National Assembly cannot be a member of the National Council?
CHAIRMAN:
MR RUPPEL:

Yes,

it is there.

Any reservations?

There was an article 76,

"at least .a majority

of the members", not half of the members, because there
will be a half in favour and the other half against and it
doesn't mean a thing.

It should be the majority.
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